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      PREFACE 

 

This  project  of writing  about the  planning, organization, choral training, and anecdotes from  

European  Tours 1979, 1986, 1994, 1996  and  planned 2002, the  two-thirds  prepared tour  that  had  to 

be cancelled,  is  something  I‘ve  thought about for a long time.  At last, I have been able to bring it to 

fruition.   There are already excellent special editions of Trinity Lutheran Church‘s newsletter TEMPO, 

that have reported on each tour and include thoughtful paragraphs of reflection written by the 

participants.    The   intent of this work is not to duplicate that information.    This piece looks at each 

tour from the  very beginning, planning  of  the  tour, to the  tour itself, and  adds more  recent  

connections to people  and  places.  The  tours  intertwine,  in a way,  with  travel  into  former  Eastern  

block  countries  behind  the  iron  curtain,  and  bring  the  reader  beyond  ―the  change‖ in those 

regions since  November, 1989. 

 

This  booklet  is dedicated  to the  many singers  and recorder players whose names are in these  pages  

as participants, and also to those  whose  names don‘t appear as participants on the tours, but who as 

well contributed to the  growth  and  development  of  the Ministry of Music  at  Trinity.    I   love the   

choral art, and the many memorable performances you sang for the congregation at worship, your 

audiences in concerts, and for me.  We worked for perfection, not for the sake of perfection, but to 

inspire the  listener,  to  bring  comfort, to  pray  with  singing,  to  lead  a  congregation  in  song,  and  

to  proclaim   the  wondrous  deeds  of God.    Your commitment  and  service  with  me  in  the  

Ministry of  Music  at  Trinity Lutheran Church  has been a blessing to me, to the church, to the 

community, and many places throughout the world! 

 

I want to  thank  Carolyn  Fuerst,  Karen  and  Phillip  Paulson, and  Penny  Jacobsen  for reading  first  

and  second  drafts of the  text, and  offering suggestions for improved text and clarity in the story.   

 

It is also important for me to  thank  my wife  Carolyn  for a  life  time of support and love, without  

which I would not have been able to  pursue  the many directions that my life as an organist and director 

of church music have taken me. 

 

     Soli Deo Gloria, 

 

 

 

     Arlyn Fuerst 
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       PROLOGUE 

 

Left with one storage box of correspondence and anecdotal stories from Five European concert tours, it 

is time to downsize   material for the Trinity Music Archives.     It is three years since my retirement in 

January, 2006, and it seems appropriate to comment on the mission and success of those tours in 1979, 

1986, 1994, 1996, and 2002 (the cancelled tour).    

 

What was the inspiration for organizing a concert tour to Europe in 1979?   Trinity had hosted two 

Swedish choirs on concert tours to America in 1977 and 1978.    A core of Trinity singers and the 

Recorder Consort (organized in 1973) fantasized about our doing a concert tour in 1979.   We followed 

the steps below in planning the 1979 tour and future tours.     

 

Discussions led to writing a mission statement and travel itinerary for the tour.    We did not want to 

hand the task over to a tour agency to set up venues for concerts.  We wanted people to people contact.    

We correctly assumed that our concerts would be better attended if we had our own contacts for hosts,  

and opportunity for home stays.  Several participants have continued contact with their European hosts 

to this day.  

 

We needed to have a commitment from nearly everyone in Trinity Choir and the Recorder Consort 

before planning could go ahead.    We needed to do extensive fund raising, in order to enable 

participants to do this travel.  The premise was that some participants needed more financial assistance 

than others.  Each participant submitted an amount of aid needed for them to travel.   Some didn‘t ask 

for any assistance.  Requests for assistance varied in amount needed.    Submitted requests for assistance 

were kept private between the individual and the treasurer for the tour.    The twenty-five years of 

Renaissance Festivals for Advent and Christmas (1977-2001) served as the prime fund raising effort.    

Other fund raising events included several large garage sales, baking rolls for Sunday morning,   

collecting aluminum cans, record and CD sales.  The Recorder Consort, sometimes with singers, offered 

several programs to schools and churches that benefitted the fund raising effort.   These were eligible for 

Lutheran Brotherhood and later Thrivent matching fund grants. 

 

After our contacts in Europe replied and expressed interest in hosting us, we secured a tour agency to 

help us work out the travel and lodging required beyond home stays we already had secured.  The tour 

agency helped us with additional sightseeing options beyond ones we submitted.     At the end of each 

tour, all the participants reported on the impressions and memories of the tour which was published in a 

Special Edition of the Trinity Tempo.    These interesting journals, programs, and itineraries are in the 

Music Archives.      

 

I needed to plan a concert program within our reach of performance, and a program thought to be of 

interest to people abroad.   Excellent rehearsal attendance was essential to meet our goals.    This led to 

much choral growth in our ability to perform at a higher level.    It would be presumptuous to go on a 

concert tour without doing the work needed to offer the best performance we were capable of doing.    

Preparing music for annual Renaissance Festivals (1977-2001) served well in elevating the capability of  

the choir.    I, as director, and the choir all grew in the process of preparing annual Renaissance Festivals  
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and the European Choir Tours. The Recorder Consort, organized in 1972, worked very hard for all the 

European tours. The Consort performed alone and also as accompaniment to some choral compositions.  

The Renaissance Festivals and the European tours gave focus to the development of a superb performing 

consort.   Many fund raising mini-concerts and programs were performed by the consort.      

 

Handbells were purchased by Trinity in 1975, so that we could incorporate handbells in the concert,  

especially with liturgical choral music and always in demonstration of a handbell choir in one handbell 

voluntary.    Already for the 1979 tour, Art Nordby welded a stand for hanging two octaves of handbells, 

used for tapping bells with recorder music.  Carl Vogt fashioned a carrying case for the bells. 

        

Major events and new challenges stretch the commitment and development of a choir.   In 1952-54, 

Frederic Hilary was choir director at the time of the building the new church.    A record was produced 

of the Senior Choir from that time.   Grace Adolphsen was director from1954-1956, and in 1955 the 

High School Choir traveled to San Francisco to sing for the large youth convention there.   A record was 

made from this era.   Several stories have been transmitted about the spiritual growth in the choirs 

during Grace‘s service.    The twenty-five years encompassing tours 1979 thru 2002 were also golden 

years in the Trinity Choir history.   Several records and CDs have been made from this era, and master 

copies are in the Music Archives. 

 

My study in 1971 with Kurt Thomas, former director of St. Thomas Choir -Leipzig, in Lübeck using his 

books ―Lehrbuch der Chorleitung I, II‖ (later translated in English, into one book, and titled ―The Choral 

Director, ©1971, published by Associated Press) was invaluable for my development.  In 1978, I studied 

and employed many concepts from Wilhelm Ehmann‗s ―Choral Conducting‖ (from Hanover, Germany) 

translated in English and published by Augsburg ©1968. Also, the small booklet ―Choral Conducting‖  

by  Daniel Moe (U. Iowa and Oberlin) was used for voice building.   In 1981, Wilhelm Ehmann and 

Frauke Haasemann‘s ―Voice Building for Choirs‖, translated and published by Hinshaw Music, was an 

important source.     Then in 1989, I took a one week summer course ―Group Vocal Techniques‖ with 

Frauke Haaseman  at Westminster Choir School which greatly influenced the methods I used for 

improving choral blend, tuning, and singing the text with good diction and proper syllable and word 

stress.   

 

The goals of performance, for the Renaissance Festivals and for the European trips, elevated and 

stimulated the choir and me to stretch our abilities well beyond that of ordinary church choirs.    Singing 

for others outside your own church boundaries creates incentive and commitment.   I recall Alan Wicks, 

Director of Canterbury Choir-England, who was teaching at a Royal School of Church Music course that 

I attended in Toronto in 1983, telling me that it wasn‘t until after the Cathedral choirs were broadcast on 

radio that the choirs began to reach to a much higher level in England.     

 

Trinity pastors and the congregation, since its beginning in 1906, appreciated and encouraged beautiful 

choirs, and this support has been and continues to be crucial.  The choir tours of 1955, 1979, 1986, 1996, 

and the prepared-for albeit aborted tour of 2002 served Trinity well in broadening the ability to reach  

beyond the average.   Furthermore, the emphasis on vocal techniques to achieve blend, tuning, and 

expression of text is done so that our  singing  can inspire and transport the worshiper.    Singing is a rich  
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spiritual moment when the work has been done so that the mind doesn‘t need to constantly think 

technique, enabling the singers in the performance to be inspired to inspire others.    Everything comes 

together in performance. 

 

I thank the singers and recorder players for their enthusiasm and commitment towards giving the time 

and effort that made a rich church music tradition at Trinity possible.   The Renaissance Festivals and 

European Tours stand as milestones in all of our life histories.    We did it together!   What follows are 

the organization plans and anecdotes for each of the choir tours.   

     

   Soli Deo Gloria! 

 

   Arlyn Fuerst, Director of Music and Organist, September, 1964 - January, 2006 

   Assistant Organist, January, 2006 - May, 2007  

             

 

 

 

  HARK, I HEAR THE HARPS ETERNAL 

 

   Hark, I hear the harps eternal  

   Ringing on that farther shore,  

   As I near those swollen waters,  

   With their deep and solemn roar. 

   Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah, praise the Lamb, 

   Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Glory to the great I AM. 

 

   And my soul though stained with sorrow, 

   Fading as the light of day,  

   Passes swiftly o‘er those waters 

   To the city far away. 

   Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah, praise the Lamb, 

   Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Glory to the great I AM. 

 

   Souls have crossed before me, saintly,  

   To that land of perfect rest; 

   And I hear them singing faintly 

   In the mansions of the blest. 

   Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah, praise the Lamb, 

   Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Glory to the great I AM. 

 

The spiritual Hark, I Hear the Harps Eternal arranged by Alice Parker was sung on the 1986 and 

 1994 tours, and on the 2002 program.   Besides being on the program, it was sung impromptu 

 often in churches and cathedrals.  
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       1979 

   

Planning for the August, 1979 tour of Norway and West & East Germany started in Jan. 5, 1978.   I had 

studied in Lübeck, Germany, in 1971-72 with a Lutheran World Federation Scholarship.   Contacts from 

this experience were invaluable for all the tours.  Members from Trinity Lutheran Church, started by 

Norwegian immigrants in 1906,   provided contacts in Voss and Bergen,  Norway.     I wrote more than 

130 letters, several in German, for the planning of this tour.  Letter writing was on a typewriter using 

erasable bond paper and carbon for copies of letters sent.   First letters went to Dr. Virgil Westlund and 

Dr. Eugene Brand of Lutheran World Federation.   Carl Schalk was contacted because of his 

connections with some German church musicians.   It was determined that we needed to do our tour in 

August in order to have the maximum participation.  August is vacation time for Europeans, and several 

of our contacts would have worked except for this European vacation time making it difficult for those 

churches to host us.   Among would-be hosts were St. Lamberti Kirche, Aurich, Germany, home parish 

of my ancesters, and the Neuendettelsau Evang. Luth. Missions- und Diasporaseminar.    However, we 

did perform ten concerts discussed below, and all concerts were well attended.   

 

In March, 1978, using recommendations of Dr. Jim Fritschel at Wartburg College and Dr. John Seagard 

at Golden Valley Lutheran College, I made contact will Bill Wardwell of Specialized Tours in 

Northfield, MN.   Ruby Anderson and I traveled to Northfield in August, 1978, to discuss our plans with 

Bill.   We were pleased with our reception at Specialized Tours.    Numerous phone calls and letters 

followed, working out details of the concert tour. As planned, on the trip we were on our own using 

trains from Bergen to Voss to Oslo, and then taking a ferry to Copenhagen.  From Copenhagen we took 

a train to Lübeck, meeting our tour guide  Bodo for the trip through West and East Germany. 

 

A breakthrough in planning the Norwegian part of the tour came when the Breistein Mannskor, a male 

chorus from Bergen, Norway, sang in Madison in July, 1978.    We attended the concert, and on the next 

day Linda Svanoe and I showed up at the Inn on the Park where the choir stayed.   We sought out the 

director, Gunnar Furbotten, and had a very delightful discussion with him.   Gunnar offered to help us 

in planning three concerts, and the mass transit travel in the Bergen environs.    

 

Gunnar set us up to sing at Mariakirken, historic Hanseatic Church, on Sat. noon.  Fast forward to the 

tour itself, after the concert we visited historical sites from 1200-1330, Rosenkrantzbårnet  and 

Haakonshallen.   We saw the Bergen Fish Market and very old Clapboard houses.    We visited Edvard 

Grieg‘s home overlooking a fjord.   We‘ll all remember the ―five minute walks‖ to and from bus, ferry, 

funicular between museums, churches, and especially to the Grieg House.    

 

On Sunday we performed for worship at the Salhus Church on the Bergen side of the fjord.  Our son 

Michael and Anders Svanoe managed to fall in a shallow part of the Fjord while we were in rehearsal.   

Fortunately, Grandpa Fuerst was near and rescued them, but it caused him much excitement.  At the 

service, the visiting pastor preached, of course, in Norwegian, but startled us when he interjected one 

English sentence: ―Beware of the heathen‖. 

 

We crossed the fjord on the ferry Mylinda to the island of Frekhaug, where we performed a concert at 

Meland Church followed by a reception given by the Meland Church Choir at the Rossland School.   
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Gunnar Furbotten taught at the school and directed the Meland Church Choir.  We were overwhelmed 

by the wonderful reception.    Half of our group stayed at the Nordhordland Folkehøgskole, and half the 

group stayed in homes on Frekhaug  island.      Jim Svanoe also got his cousin Truls and Sol Langvand, 

who live in Bergen, involved in promotion of our concerts.   The Langvands hosted us with a reception 

at their beautiful home. 

 

A concert at the Voss Church, Voss, Norway, was arranged by working with Ruth (Mrs. Gregory) 

Anderson whose cousin Gunnar and Svanhild  Prestegaard lived in Voss.    The Prestegaards  provided  

Pastor Augun Esttruit‘s address, at the Voss Church,  who answered my letter with a simple ―Thank jou 

for jour letter of 21.oct. a consert in Voss church aug. 6.-79.   We wish jou velcome to Voss.   We will 

take care of jou, and jou will contact kepellan Kjell Farestveit, Voss tlf.12325 Voss about further 

arrangements.‖     Several correspondence exchanges followed with Mr. Farestveit.   Voss provided 

home stays.  Trinity Church had several connections with Voss.    Betty Burmeister‘s parents, John and 

Josephine Herheim, had a nephew who operated a photo shop in Voss.    I made a special visit to his 

shop to pass on greetings from the Herheims when we were in Voss.     Lesa Vethe  and sister Eleanor 

Spilde had roots in Voss.   Carolyn and I stayed at Helge and Sigrun Grimastad who lived on the 

opposite end of the lake from Voss.   A sister Martha Hovde and grandmother Elen Grimastad left 

impressions.   They had moved to Madison and lived on Buell Street in the 40s, but returned to Norway.  

The grandmother treated us with her song.   As a young girl she spent the summer in the mountains, and 

made up songs with the names of the cattle.    She sang this song about the cattle, and often sang quarter 

tone pitches exactly in tune. 

 

Our concert in Oslo was at the Øvre Rælingen Kirke at Lillestrom.   Our contact was through Jim 

Svanoe with his cousin Marit Midttun who lived in Lillestrom.   Mr. Bjorn Bjorklund, organist at Øvre 

Rælingen Kirke  hosted the concert.   When we visited the city hall at Oslo, we were given an audience 

with Mayor Nordingen who gave us a beautiful book of Oslo.   The choir sang a couple of spirituals for 

the mayor and staff.    It was a very rainy day on the day we were sightseeing Oslo. 

 

In 1971-72 I studied organ improvisation and literature, choral conducting, and voice at the North 

German Organ School, Lübeck, Germany.    This school became a Hochschule für Musik in the later 70s 

when my organ professor Uwe Röhl served as Rektor of the school.    Professor Uwe and Frau Astrid 

Röhl were our hosts in Lübeck.   Prof. Röhl was also Organist-Choir Director at the Dom (Cathedral) 

in  Lübeck where we performed at the Saturday 5:00 p.m. Sonnabenddienst (worship) and on Sunday at 

the 10:45 a.m. Hauptgottesdienst. 

 

Our concert in St. Petri Kirche, Bodenteich, was arranged with Dr. Georg Böttcher, a first cousin of 

Prof. Uwe Röhl, whom I met when I was in Lübeck.   Also, Dr. Böttcher‘s daughter Julia was in 

Madison, WI in 1977 while her husband Joachim Pickardt was doing post-doctoral work at the 

University of Wisconsin.   We became friends during that year, and they often visited Trinity Lutheran 

Church.   In fact, Dr. Georg and   Inge Böttcher  visited Trinity on a trip to see Julia and Joachim.  Dr. 

Böttcher was a medical doctor in Bodenteich.   Bodenteich is in the Lüneberg Heide, and was on the 

east-west German border  across from Salzwedel.      We stayed with hosts two nights, but on the second 

day we traveled to Lüneberg to see the beautiful halftimbered (fachwerk) houses and city hall (Rathaus) 

in this historical city.  My  family  and I  were guests of the Böttchers.   Dr. Böttcher was a busy doctor,  
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but he wanted to take us out sightseeing after dark.   With flashlights he showed us dwarf birch trees in 

the woods that existed at only three places in the world!  

 

Dennis Reppen, who served as visiting Organist-Choirmaster at Trinity during my year leave of absence 

in 1971-72, set us in contact with his organ professor, Prof. Wolfgang Dallmann, in Heidelberg.    Prof. 

Dallman hosted Trinity Choir at his church, Lutherkiche, at the Sunday Hauptgottesdienst (worship 

service).      This turned out to be an exchange concert, since when I started correspondence with Prof. 

Dallmann, he was already planning an organ concert tour in the USA.  We hosted Prof. Dallmann in an 

organ concert on Sept. 10, 1978.    Pastor Carroll Anderson, pastor at Trinity Lutheran Church, was an 

Air Force Chaplain.   Pastor Anderson arranged for us to sing at the Mark Twain Village Chapel,  

Protestant congregation at the Air Force base in Heidelberg.    Mr. Dennis Skelton, Director of 

Music at the Mark Twain Chapel, carried out the arrangements for us to sing a concert on Sunday 

afternoon.     The Americans provided us lodging on Saturday and Sunday nights. 

 

In planning the program I asked Prof. Gerhard Krapf, my organ professor at the University of Iowa, if 

he‘d be interested in composing music for our 5-part Recorder Consort on the German Mass using the 

chorales ―Kyrie, God Father‖, ―All Glory be to God on High‖, ―We All Believe in One True God‖,  

―Isaiah in a Vision Did of Old‖, and ―Lamb of God‖, all in Krapf‘s choral settings already published for 

Augsburg Fortress.    Prof. Krapf agreed to this assignment, and offered us wonderful chorale preludes 

and intonations to use with his choral settings.  Krapf‘s recorder music offered challenging and beautiful 

20
th

 century recorder music to the program.  Linda Svanoe, Carolyn Fuerst, Rochelle Juedes, Penny 

Jacobsen, and Mary Johnson rehearsed tirelessly on this music.   Prof. Krapf was very pleased with the 

concert performance when he heard it on tape.  He requested using the recording for a lecture he was 

invited to give for the 1980 American Guild of Organist‘s convention in Minneapolis. 

 

Performing in Norway and in Germany, all of our promotion material and programs needed to be 

prepared in Norwegian and in German.  Sister Renate Jung, my organ student, from the Schoenstatt 

Sisters of Mary Mother House in Madison, did the  German translations.  A friend of mine arranged for 

a University of WI student to do the Norwegian translations. 

 

Our LP album, ―On This Day Earth Shall Sing‖, 40-minutes of Christmas music including the Trinity 

Lutheran Choir, Recorder Consort, Handbell Choir, Children‘s Choir, Harpsichord, and Organ was 

made from music performed for 1978 Christmas.  1019 records were pressed.  Cost including royalties 

was $2.40 per record, and the records were sold at $6.   The records were used for promotion by our 

European hosts, and for the fund raising project.  At the end of our tour, an LP album was made  from 

our home concert recording.  These two albums have been formatted as CDs.   Copies may be made 

from the Music Archive CDs. 

 

The total cost for 32 participants was $45,955.80.  The fundraising provided $10,000.  Specialized Tours 

worked out our plans.  The cost was $1,458 per individual for three weeks of travel in Norway (Aug.3-

8) and Germany (Aug 11-22).      The airline cost for adults was $528, and the land cost was $930.    Of 

the 33 participants, 22 were in Trinity Choir.    Three adults were members in both choir and the 

recorder consort, and  two  adults  played  recorders only.     Three children also performed.  Ten 

concerts were performed.   Five participants, not in the choir, served as tour assistants.  I was privileged  
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to have my father Fred and  son Michael participate.  The 33 participants spanned 5 generations, from 

1900‘s making for a very interesting touring group.   The mission statement, lists of singers and recorder 

players, concert programs, and travel itinerary follows.  

 

 OBJECTIVE FOR MUSICIANS IN A MISSION TO EUROPE, 1979 

There is much enthusiasm and commitment among our musicians, congregation, and pastor, for the 

ministry of church music.   We believe that we can demonstrate vitality in church music practice and 

worship in American church life.   The Trinity Choir and Recorder Consort, with the use of other 

instruments such as handbells and organ, want to perform for our European kindred a varied program of 

liturgical song, spiritual songs and hymns, and instrumental music common and unique to the worship 

life of our congregation. 

 

Numerous church college choirs have toured Europe and have demonstrated a wide variety of church 

music in well executed concerts.   Our objective is not to attempt a duplication of college tours.   We 

will show church music practice as it is performed on a Sunday to Sunday enactment of the liturgical 

church year in the parish scene in America.  The role of presenting music for the weekly worship 

demands rigorous and consistent commitment on the part of the church musicians.   Our view of church 

music is ministry. 

 

Many of our church musicians are also active in other segments of congregational life, such as Church 

Council, Life and Growth Commission, Christian Fellowship, Congregational Development and 

continuing adult education.   As musicians we look for the opportunity to visit churches and homes of 

our ethnic and religious backgrounds.   We hope to be a stimulation and witness to the churches and 

people we visit and to also have an enriching experience in making acquaintance with them. 

 

Our trip is planned for August 1-22, 1979.   We want to learn about the church, its mission, and musical 

life in Europe.  Our mission, beyond the impact of this tour, will be carried back home when we share  

our experiences as enriched musicians and Christians.  We have already hosted several musicians from 

Europe and realize the benefits and valued experience such exchanges bring. 

 

 

PARTICIPANTS  

Soprano 

Joanne Erickson 

Miriam Finn 

Judy Kessenich 

Lynn Sholts 

Joyce Stich 

Edythe Wichern 

Alto 

Diana Buskirk 

Carolyn Fuerst 

Penny Jacobsen 

Ruth Kabele 

Karen Paulson 

Linda Svanoe 

Tenor 

Ruby Anderson 

Randall Bjelde 

Charles Buskirk 

James Svanoe 

 

BASS 

Vernon Jacobsen 

Andrew Marty 

Phillip Paulson 

Keith Stich 

Donald Wichern 

 

Director:  Arlyn Fuerst 

Children Singers:   Michael Fuerst, Kimberly Paulson, and Anders Svanoe 

Tour Assistants:  Gordon Erickson, Fred Fuerst, Eric Johnson, Nolan Johnson, and Helen Marty 
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PROGRAM      

I 
WAKE EVERY BREATH       William Billings, 1746-1800 

 (Canon of Six in One with a Ground)   Procession with Flute, Handbells, Choir 

GERMAN MASS        Gerhard Krapf, b. 1924 

 Kyrie – Gloria in Excelsis – Credo –Sanctus – Agnus Dei 

  Chorale Preludes and Intonations – Recorder Consort; Chorales – Choir 

      II 

SIXTEEN CENTURY DANCES: Pavanne et Gaillard    Pierre Phalese, 1510-1573 

 Recorder Consort, Percussion 

NOWELL SING WE        15
th
 c. English 

 Mediaeval Bells and Tenor Recorder 

ALLE-PSALLITE CUM-LUYA      15
th
 c. English 

 Mediaeval Bells, Recorders, Singers 

HOW BRIGHTLY BEAMS THE MORNING STAR    Michael Praetorius, 1572-1621 

 Bells, Recorder Consort, Tenor 

COME HOLY GHOST        Lukas Osiander, 1534-1604 

 Recorder Consort and Soprano 

SCHERZO         Benjamin Britten, 1913-1976 

 Recorder Consort 

PIECES FOR A MUSICAL CLOCK      G. F. Handel, 1785-1759 

  Prelude and Gigue       or   A voluntary on a Flight of Angels and Gigue 

      III 

BEHOLD THE GLORIES OF THE LAMB     William Billings 

COMMITMENT        Lloyd Pfautsch,b. 1921 

RIDE ON KING JESUS       Spiritual, arr. Larry Fleming 

AH HOLY JESUS        Roger Petrich, b. 1938 

EASTER FANFARE        Paul Fetler, b. 1920 

PEACE I LEAVE WITH YOU       Knut Nystedt, b1915 

I BELIEVE THIS IS JESUS       Spiritual, arr. Undine S. Moore 

 

      Optional 
TE DEUM LAUDAMUS       Richard Proulx 

 Choir with Handbells 

CHRIST IS THE KING        Lutheran Book of Worship 

 Recorders and children 

 

Recorder Consort:  Linda Svanoe, Carolyn Fuerst, Rochelle Juedes, Mary Johnson, and Penny Jacobsen 
 

Some reactions of individuals and newspapers to Trinity Choir’s concerts in 1979: 

 

―You could tell it came from the heart that you all believed in Jesus Christ‖   Pastor, Voss 

  

―I‘m glad my children could hear the concert because it was obvious that the Holy Spirit was   

here.‖   Øvre Rælingen Kirke at Lillestrom/Oslo 

 

―I have heard many concerts all over Europe, but I will never forget this one.‖  Dom, Lübeck 
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―…Sounds of a thoroughly special charm.   The soaring sounds of the handbells mixed well with  

the recorders and small choir….with their dynamic, stirringly presented spirituals, the 

guests gave their  listeners much joy.‖   Lübeck Newspaper  

      

―I was deeply moved by your telling and forthright musical witness.‖   

    Composer Gerhard Krapf‘s reaction to the tape of the ‘79 concert 

 

Anecdotes to be remembered by ’79 tour participants 

1.   Departure from Chicago was delayed by a rain storm.  Our arrival was late to New York La Guardia 

 with transfer to Kennedy Airport.  We were to have been seated in the top cabin of a large     

 Boeing 747, but were too late to make boarding.  We were placed on an old DC 8, and while 

 waiting on the runway for take off, we could see that Boeing 747, wistfully wishing we had been 

 on it! 

2.  The train from Copenhagen to Lübeck  stopped  for  only1 or 2 minutes for us to exit.  Trinity men 

 organized speedy production line for getting suitcases through doors and windows of train.  Prof.

 Uwe Röhl met us; also Bodo, our tour agent from this point on.   Bodo wanted to exercise 

 discipline with schedule.   On this Saturday, we spent a couple hours in Lübeck and were to meet 

 punctually at the Jacobi Kirche.   Chuck Buskirk didn‘t make it.  Bodo, to our shock, stated that 

 Lübeck was small,our missing tourist would find  the bus at the Holsten Tor (1477 entrance to 

 old town)  near the restaurant where we were to have lunch.   Chuck did find the bus, but after 

 we had finished eating.   We then went to Dom for a concert.  

3.   The tower bells from the Dom and from St. Marien Kirche sound over the entire city of Lübeck  

 for short moments on the week days!   However, on Sundays, the full peal of bells ringing for 

 several minutes before worship services is impressive and memorable.   I remember well the bell 

 peal before the10:45 a.m. worship service at the Dom when Trinity Choir sang!   

4. A Sunshine Award and Klutz Prize were awarded when choir had a group meal.   Lynn Sholts and 

 Ruth Kabele provided a bed guard from the very rough Oslo-Copenhagen night voyage as the 

 Klutz award since it somehow ended up in their luggage.   Edythe Wichern awarded the   

 Sunshine Award in Lüneburg to Fred Fuerst who had offered her his extra upper dental plate 

 after Edythe had broken hers.   She thought he deserved the award for such an offer (unused).              

5.  When traveling from West Germany to East Germany for tour of Eisenach and Wartburg Castle, the 

 bus was parked in enclosed parking with gates closed.   Passports were collected and taken by 

 East German official for inspection.  When we returned from our castle tour, the official returned 

 with Diana Buskirk‘s passport which had never been signed.   This after having gone from  USA, 

 at Frankfurt Airport, and inside of East Germany with no one taking notice.   Fortunately, there 

 was no problem, and Diana just signed her passport.   The new bus was thoroughly checked that 

 no E. German would be taken out.   After inspection, Bodo gave sign of relief, then stated that 

 they didn‘t know the new bus had a toilet, a space which they failed to check.   

6.   We ended the 3-week tour in Amsterdam, a city with difficult street system for getting where you 

 need to be.   Bus driver could see our hotel, but couldn‘t get there.   We were stuck on a market 

 street with street blocked by a very small pickup.   The stout Trinity Choir men got out of the bus 

 and physically pushed the truck to the side.    Then we had access.  

7.  We had a wonderful evening boat tour through the waterways of Amsterdam.   At the end of the 3-

 week tour, I was so tired I missed most of it ‗cause I was sleepin‘ in the chair on the boat.    Too 

 bad!         
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Trinity Choir, 1979,  Photo 
 

Back Row:  Edythe Wichern, Chuck Buskirk, Don Wichern 

Third Row:  Lynn Sholts, Jo Erickson, Keith Stich 

Second Row:  Miriam Finn, Ruby Anderson, Jim Svanoe, Phil Paulson, Andy Marty, Diana  

   Buskirk, Carolyn Fuerst, and Linda Svanoe  

First Row: Mary Johnson, Judy Kessenich, Joyce Stich, Randy Bjelde, Vern Jacobsen, Ruth  

   Kabele, Karen Paulson, Penny Jacobsen, and Rochelle Juedes 

 

Director:  Arlyn Fuerst (not on photo) 

Singers:   Kim Paulson, Michael Fuerst, and Anders Svanoe (not on photo) 

 

Photo in Voss Church, Norway 
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1986 

 

Planning for a concert tour to West and East Germany started in the spring of 1984.   The 1979 tour 

provided experience for steps to be taken in planning a 1986 tour.     After a basic questionnaire, the 

majority of Trinity singers and recorder players expressed interest in a tour.   Committees were set up 

for writing a mission statement  (Karen Paulson, Don Wichern, Shel Ellestad, and Jo Fabie); for 

planning an itinerary and selecting travel agency (Jim Svanoe, Keith Stich, and Carol Winge);  for 

program development (Carolyn Fuerst, Linda Svanoe, Diana Buskirk, Linda Petersen); for financial 

planning (Vern Jacobsen and Phil Paulson); and for fund raising (Penny Jacobsen, Chuck Buskirk, and 

Audrey Randall).  

 

The decision was made for a three week tour of both West and East Germany in June.   From our 1979 

tour we learned that August is not the best month because Germans are on vacations.  Even so,  in 1979 

we did have very successful, secure concert venues with home stays, and enjoyed good attendance to our 

concerts.     For the 1986 tour, travel was planned for June while German schools were still in session.   

We enjoyed very large crowds at our concerts, especially in East Germany.   But we had very helpful 

people in Germany who helped secure contacts for host churches.   

 

Dr. Vernon Sell, music professor at Edgewood College, Madison, had developed a side travel business 

called Inter-Culture International, LTD.    He was enthusiastic about working with us in planning our 

June, 1986  tour of three weeks.    Vern had established an association with Reuter Reisen Bus in 

Germany, with son Rainer Reuter as chauffer.   Amy, student at Carthage College, was tour guide, albeit 

seemingly inexperienced.   For the East Germany part of the trip Karin Illgen from the Reisebüro DDR 

served as a very professional guide for the four days in the GDR (German Democratic Republic). 

 

What stands out now is the fact that Germany was divided in 1986.    Just three years later on Nov. 9, 

1989, the Berlin wall fell.   We witnessed the GDR in 1979 on a day trip to Eisenach, but in 1986 we 

lived for four days in the GDR.   Huge crowds attended our concerts at the Brandenburg Dom (1000), 

and at St. Jacobus Kirche  (350) in Ilmenau.  In Ilmenau, we had the opportunity to be invited to homes 

for Sunday dinner.    All the participants came away knowing that we had experienced something 

sobering, profound and spiritual in those few days. 

 

Some international tensions alarmed some in the Trinity Choir a couple months before our intended tour.    

There were several incidents with terror operations out of Libya.  On April 5, a bomb was set off by 

terrorists from Libya in West Berlin, which killed two American soldiers.   Other incidents occurred.   

President Reagan retaliated with a bombing raid of Libya on April 14.   Mohammar Khaddafi, Libya's 

dictator retaliated.  There were stories of anti-American sentiment in Europe.    One couple, participants 

from another church, withdrew from the choir tour because of the incidents. 

On April 26, 1986, Reactor #4 at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant near the town of Pripyat, Ukraine, 

exploded. The explosion took place around midnight while the neighboring town of Pripyat slept. Four 

workers were killed instantly. Four days later, the residents of Pripyat were ordered to evacuate. The 

residents never returned and the town still remains uninhabited to this day. 
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When on tour, we arrived at the Frankfurt Airport (Flughafen), German soldiers with automatic weapons 

were guarding the area. It was certainly an unfamiliar scene to us.   Nevertheless, after flying on to 

Hamburg  we felt at ease, and the trip went well.  

 

After the tour, a ―Special Edition-Trinity Choir in Germany‖ of TEMPO, our church newsletter was 

published.  Karen Paulson was advisor and Ruby Anderson was the editor for this report.  In that journal 

I wrote an ―OVERVIEW OF CONCERTS…Choirmaster‘s Journal‖ wherein I have written about the 

our experiences at each concert location.   Also, the participants share their stories.    I won‘t repeat 

those stories, already well told in a very moving report, a report that in my rereading seemed fresh and 

exciting, even though written 23 years ago.    I refer the readers to that report which is in the Trinity 

Music Archives.   

 

I will write about our contacts and all they did on our behalf.  And I shall share some anecdotes not 

already in print.  In 1986, I had an electric typewriter with correction ribbon for writing correspondence.  

It was a big improvement from the use of eraser and white out used to organize our 1979 tour.  

 

When I reread letters, I was again impressed with the work that Elisabeth Brühning, Kiel, Germany, did 

for us in organizing the 1986 tour.   We became friends with the Johannes Brühning family in 1982-83 

when Johannes was an exchange teacher with Steve Huxman who taught German at the DeForest High 

School.   Steve‘s spouse Jean took recorder lessons from Linda Svanoe.   The Brühnings and the 

Huxmans exchanged houses and teaching positions for a year.  The Brühning family lived near Tenny 

Park.   Jean informed her recorder teacher Linda Svanoe that Elisabeth played flute, and that the family 

was Lutheran. Linda made contact with Elisabeth, and invited them to Trinity.    The three Brühning 

children -Almut, Frank, and Inga – and Elisabeth sang in the Trinity Choirs.   This experience set up a 

relationship with us.   Our son Michael was in high school and taking German.   At one point, I asked 

Elisabeth if they‘d consider hosting Michael for a year of Gymnasium (German high school) in Kiel, 

and she said yes.    Michael graduated from LaFollette High School in 1984, and went to Kiel for the 

1984-85 school year.     

 

When planning the 1986 tour, I already knew about the Brühning family connections in West and East 

Germany.  Elisabeth Brühning agreed to help us by contacting her relatives for connecting with  

pastors and musicians in their locations.  This was a breakthrough for the planning of this tour.   It was 

helpful that Michael was living at the Brühning home during this year of planning in 1984-85.   Frequent 

correspondence and occasional phone calls always included discussion of plans for the 1986 choir trip. 

Elisabeth set us up for singing at St. Gabriel Kirche in Kiel, at Dorfkirche Allt-Schmargendorf in 

Berlin, at the Brandenburg Dom in the GDR, at St. Johann in Gröbenzell near Munich, at the 

Evangelische Kirche in Ehrang, and at the Konstantin Basilika in Trier.    Other important contacts 

will be disclosed in the discussion of each hosting congregation and church. 

 

Our first concert was at Osternberg, a small Dorf (village) near Oldenburg where my second cousin 

Greta Collins lived.  Eric and Greta Collins were helpful to me when I first arrived for study in Lübeck 

in 1971.  I enjoyed a Reformation weekend and Christmas with them at that time.  For the 1986  tour,  

Eric helped me correspond with Peter Backens who was the hosting church musician and organist.  

Peter Backens  arranged  for  us  to perform at the small but very charming church Dreifaltigkeitskirche  
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built in 1616.   When we performed the concert, the small church was filled and we enjoyed a nice 

reception following.   A not so flattering review of the concert was written for the Oldenburg newspaper 

by a reviewer whose expectation was for gospel and contemporary style music from America.  Amusing 

to me now was the reviewer‘s mentioning the ―souvenir director of the Recorder Concert‖.  Two 

Dreifaltigkeitskirche choir members responded in separate letters to the newspaper that the concert was 

not intended to be a rock concert.    They expressed views that the concert was moving and that the 

listeners were very receptive to the old and new church music performed by the choir, and especially to 

the new sounds from handbells.      

 

During Michael‘s year in Kiel (1984-85), he took organ lessons with Robert Dears in Kiel.  Robert, 

from Pennsylvania, was studying in Lübeck at the time when I studied with Prof. Uwe Röhl  in 1971-72. 

This led to Robert Dears hosting us to sing on Saturday evening at the St. Nicholai Kirche where he 

was Director of Music and Organist.   On the day of the concert, the Brühnings were not happy when 

they learned that the free will offering intended for Trinity Choir was kept by the priest.    

 

On Sunday we sang at St. Gabriel, Russee (Kiel), a half-timbered (fachwerk) church building which 

was formerly a large barn, where the Brühning family attended.    The Director of Music there was 

Günther Pods who happened to teach part time in Lübeck when I was a student there. In 1971, he 

directed at a seminar for church musicians which I attended for three days at Flensburg.  Günther was 

the choral director and also served as organist at St. Gabriel.   Sixty minutes before the service, he told 

me that I would be playing the service because he had to be elsewhere!   It was a scramble of collecting 

thoughts when I needed to improvise prelude, postlude, and hymns for the service as well as prepare the 

choir for singing. Trinity Choir sang most of its program in the service (Hauptgottesdiesnt).    

Afterwards, the church choir offered its first potluck dinner ever, for Trinity Choir.   Elisabeth 

remembered potlucks at Trinity in Madison, and thought it would be a good time to introduce it in Kiel.    

 

When planning the tour, I hadn‘t considered requesting to sing at my professor‘s church in Lübeck.   

However, Robert Dears had talked to Prof. Uwe Röhl about the Trinity Choir singing in Kiel.    Prof. 

Röhl then extended an invitation to us to sing at the Dom, which we accepted.   I didn‘t realize how 

special that was until our concert in Lübeck, when in attendance was another choir director from the 

USA who  told me that we had gotten the date ahead of his choir so that his choir was unable to sing in 

the Dom.    By 1986, the Dom in Lübeck had become very well known as an ideal church for a concert. 

 

While in Lübeck, there was free time for sightseeing the old Hanseatic city, now a UNESCO World 

Heritage Site.  Elisabeth Brühning wanted to discuss with me ideas for the Kiel Gymnasium Choir to 

make a concert tour in Wisconsin.   We spent our free time on a boat cruise on the Trave River and 

canals that surround  Lübeck with beautiful views of the old city. 

 

The concert in Berlin was at the Dorfkirche Allt-Schmargendorf.   Our friends Joachim and Julia 

Pickardt lived in Berlin, but our contact for this concert was made through Elisabeth Brühning who 

asked her friends Jürgen and Angelika Hundt, who in turn informed their church choir director and  

organist, Ilse Schwartz, of our need for a concert host in Berlin.   Ilse was very accommodating in 

making arrangements for us.    Dr. Böttcher, Julia Pichardt‘s  father  and cousin  to  my  organ  professor   
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Uwe  Röhl, had set us up to sing in Bodenteich in 1979.   Joachim Pickardt gave us good information for 

how best to see the sights in Berlin in the time that we had. 

 

The concert in the Cathedral at Brandenburg was a huge opportunity given to us.    Trinity Choir was 

the first western group to sing in the Dom since WWII.   Elisabeth Brühning‘s cousin Pastor Martin 

Uhle-Wettler was head pastor at the Dom.   In fact, a seminary for the preparation of pastors was a part 

of the Dom‘s mission.  Correspondence from USA was difficult for important people in the GDR.   The 

arrangement for Trinity Choir to sing there was totally planned by Elisabeth.    I even heard that the 

Dom had to pay a tax to host us as a performing group.    People started to pour into the cathedral sixty 

minutes ahead of time.    When the choir entered the Dom for the performance, we all were emotionally 

exhilarated with the sight of a packed-room.    The very affable Matthias Passauer, organist, told me 

that 1000 people were in attendance.   We received an overwhelming standing ovation and applause.   

When I reread the story from our ―1986 SPECIAL EDITION: Trinity Choir in Germany‖ Tempo 

newsletter, the story from my own journal and from choir members, especially the story written by Phil 

Paulson, I am moved again by the experience.   The German young people took advantage of the event 

to speak in English to people from the West. 

 

An interesting anecdote from the Brandenburg Dom concert occurred after the concert.   Our sons Paul 

and Steven, students at the Wisconsin School for the Deaf, were given the task of taking care of the 

handbells and cases on the tour.    After the concert, I checked up on them and was amused when I saw  

Paul demonstrating  handbell ringing to the Germans.    He was showing correct technique, technique 

they had learned only by watching handbells rung at concerts, and without hearing how the bells 

sounded! 

 

In 1990, a year after the wall came down, Matthias Passauer planned an organ concert tour to the mid-

west.      Vern Sell had taken advantage of our contact and arranged for another group to perform at the  

Brandenburg Dom.   Matthias sought out Vern and I to assist him in planning a concert tour.   His organ 

concert at Trinity Church was very well received and attended.    In 1992, we enjoyed the visit to our 

home of Pastor Uhle-Wettler‘s son and two other seminarians.   The three seminarians stayed at our 

home for several days, having an opportunity to visit a Trinity Sunday worship service.   Also, there was 

an evening church meeting, with an invitation to the neighborhood, to discuss ―homophobia‖ graffiti 

painted on the new wall of Trinity Parish building.   The seminarians attended this meeting and found 

this to be a very interesting discussion.  Pastor Olaf Beier, one of the seminarians, continued 

correspondence with me.   When it came time to plan our 1996 choir tour, Pastor Olaf was our host at 

the Paul Gerhardt Kirche in Lübben (formerly in the old GDR, German Democratic Republic which was 

East Germany).   

 

Our contact for a concert in Ilmenau, famous because of connections with Göthe, was through Jean 

Oldham who was a pen pal with an East German since high school (1950s).   Her pen pal,  Dr. 

Eberhart Köhler, was a professor in engineering at the University in Ilmenau.   Dr. Köhler set us up to  

sing at Jacobuskirche.   The director of music and organist Richard Lah was our host.   We sang at the 

Sunday Hauptgottesdiesnt and at the opening concert for the eighth annual  Thüringer Organ Days.  We 

were invited to have Sunday dinner in homes, a rather unprecedented gesture.      Hosts shared stories of  
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living behind the iron curtain to our choir members, but asked that no one discuss it until we were out of 

the GDR. 

 

Karin Ilsen, the GDR Reisebüro guide, remained with us to the border. She attended our concerts. In 

Ilmenau, Karin purchased a book for me ―Begegnungen mit Bach‖.   Karin did develop a warm 

relationship with us.   She remained with our tour until the border, although it was planned that she 

would not be accompanying us to Ilmenau.   When Karin announced in Erfurt that she would 

accompany us to Ilmenau, we had a moment of concern, because Inter-Culture International, our 

Madison agency, hadn‘t informed the GDR Reisebüro that we would be in homes while in Ilmenau.  

However, it all fortunately worked out for us.   A former Trinity choir member from 1964-68, Marge 

Czaikovski, had written to me that just a couple years before our tour she was traveling with a choir 

from Iowa City to East Germany with the expectation of being in East German homes.   Gifts had been 

brought for their hosts.   After crossing the border into E. Germany, police stopped their bus and 

cancelled their  planned home visits.   

 

For the 1979 tour, I corresponded with the Evang-Lutheran Diakoniewerk in Neuendettelsau.  

Because the ‘79 tour was in August, this institution was unable to host us.   For the 1986 tour, I again 

wrote to the Diakoniewerk.   My contact was no longer rector of the institute, and my letter went 

unanswered.   Elisabeth Brühning again came to our aid by telephoning the Diakoniewerk.   The phone 

call set us in contact with Herrn Rudolf Kupser who took care of all the arrangements of the concert 

and home stays.   I‘ve had a long-time interest in Neuendettelsau because it was from this station that 

Pastor Wilhelm Loehe, an innovator and motivator for many kinds of ministries in the 19
th

 c., had sent 

pastors to Dubuque, Iowa, to set up Wartburg Seminary, and also founded Wartburg College.   This 

time, in 1986, we were able to perform at this special place.     

 

Our homestay hosts were with Herman and Ilse Grünert.  Herr Grünert was a blind director of music 

and organist serving St. Laurentius Kirche at the Diakoniewerk.   The Grünert family had children 

similar to the ages of our sons.   An amazing experience occurred in 2007 when Carolyn and I, with our 

dear late friend August Knoll, had travelled to Dresden for  five days.   The reason for this trip stemmed 

from our wish to see the recently completed restoration of the Frauenkirche (Church of our Lady) in 

Dresden.   Our son Michael was to perform continuo for the Hannover Choir‘s performance of a Handel 

oratorio in the Frauenkirche on a Saturday night.    Carolyn returned with Michael to their home in 

Hamburg after the concert.   August and I remained to attend Hauptgottesdienst (worship service) at the 

Frauenkirche on Sunday.    After the service we saw the cantor-organist on the street.   We had an 

enjoyable conversation with the organist, and learned his name was Matthias Grünert.   Later I learned 

in Hamburg that Matthias was the son of Herman Grünert.    I was able to find Matthias‘s e-mail address 

as cantor at the Frauenkirche, and had several e-mail exchanges with him.    He was about 13 years old 

in 1986 when we were hosted by his family! 

 

Elisabeth Brühning set up our last two concerts and church service on the 1986 tour.   Johannes 

Brühning‘s sister Anna-Barabara Lassmann and her husband Siegfried lived at Gröbenzell near 

Munich. In Gröbenzell our concert on Wednesday was hosted by the Evangeliische Kirche, but the 

concert was in  St. Johann, a Roman Catholic parish.   The Lassmanns were very active in the YMCA  
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program, and had many contacts for hosting us.   They arranged for our sons Paul and Steven to stay in 

the home of a deaf family.  The hosts used German Sign Language which was difficult for our sons to 

understand.   The host‘s daughter could write in English, so they communicated at the start by writing 

notes in English.  

 

Later, a deaf boy, friend of the family, knew Amercian Sign Language from his experience of recently 

living six months in New York.   This was an eye-opening experience for our sons.   Paul and Steven 

had the opportunity to visit the Bavarian School for the Deaf. 

 

Elisabeth‘s sister, Annemarie Kleinschmidt, lived in small village at the edge of the old Roman city of 

Trier.   She had formerly sung in the church choir at Ehrang Evangelische Kirche where we sang a 

concert on Saturday evening.    Annemarie also set us up to sing at the Hauptgottesdienst in the  large 

Basilica in Trier.   One wall of the Basilica dated from 300 A.D.  In the 19
th

 century  the Basilica was 

designated a Lutheran Church. 

 

The essence of the tour was our concerts, but along the way we saw many wonderful sites.  Among the 

stops were places known for historical importance to musicians and to our Lutheran Church.   Below is a 

listing of those places.  After arrival in Frankfurt, we flew to Hamburg where the Reuter Bus met us for 

the start of our tour.  Sites with an asterix indicate special interest to us as a church choir musicians: 

 

*Neuenfelde  for Arp Schnitger, famous 18
th

 organ builder whose work influences church organ made 

 building today. In fact, the Krumhorn stop in our Trinity organ is a copy of the reed pipe of same 

 name by Schnitger.    In 2008, our granddaughter Ida Martha was baptized at St.Pankratius, the 

 church for which Schnitger built an organ, and where he is buried.  I played the organ prelude to 

 the service: Bach‘s big organ setting of ―To Jordan Came Christ the Lord‖! 

Altesland is the region in north Germany from Neuenfelde to Stade.   It is known as the fruit basket for  

 Germany, and for the beautiful half timbered (fachwerk) farmer‘s homes. 

*Stade is a beautiful city with many fachwerk and gabled homes and buildings.  Also, Schnitger‘s first 

 organ was built at St. Cosmae Kirche.   Vincent Lübeck (1654-1740), whose music has been 

 played at Trinity  was organist at this church. 

 *Bremen Dom (Cathedral) was the first time the choir sang impromptu on tour, singing ―Exultate Deo‖  

 by Scarlatti. 

*Lübeck…The Dom is where I studied organ and performed a concert in 1971-72.   Buxtehude was 

 organist at the Marien Kirche.   Hugo Distler (1908-42) was organist at the Jacobi Kirche.  We 

 visited all these churches. 

Berlin…sightseeing at Charlotenburg, a Baroque castle; lodging at Palasthotel, East Berlin 

Potsdam….sightseeing at Sans Souci (without sorrow) Baroque palace with beautiful terraces. 

*Wittenberg…visited theLuther Haus, home of Martin Luther. Also, the Schloss Kirche (Castle 

 Church) where Luther and Melanchthon are buried, and the Stadt Kirche (Town Church) where 

 Luther often preached. 

*Leipzig…visited St. Thomas Kirche where J.S. Bach served.  Lodging at Merkur Hotel.  

*Naumburg where we saw the Romanesque and Gothic Dom famous for the 13
th

 century sculpture of 

 Ute. The choir sang ―Exultate Deo‖ and ―Hark, I Hear the Harps Eternal‖ in the perfect acoustic. 

 Since 1986, the famous organ, tested and played by J.S. Bach, has been restored. 
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*Erfurt offers St. Augustine Monastery where Luther spent five years of his life.   We climbed 75 steps 

 to the Dom where we sang ―Exultate Deo‖. 

Bamberg was a brief visit because of loss time spent seeking out parking for our bus.  Nevertheless, we 

 hiked in high speed to see the famous Dom. 

*Nürnberg has two historic churches, St. Lorenz Kirche and St. Sebaldus Kirche where Johann 

 Pachelbel served as organist and director of the choir.   Nürnberg is also known as home of 

 famous artist Albrecht Dürer. 

München was seen via a city guide on board.  During some free time, several visited the museum. 

Wies Kirche is a very ornamented baroque (perhaps rococo) church in the meadow. 

Oberamergau….a couple hour stop allowed a glimpse of this famous location of the Passion performed 

 every 10 years. 

*Ettal offered us a quaint small village for a restful overnight.   Across from our hotel was a monastery 

 where Lutheran theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer stayed for several weeks during WWII and 

 where he wrote his ―Christian Ethics‖.   Carolyn and I attended the 6:00 a.m. worship at the 

 Monastery. 

Garmisch-Partenkirchen…most of the group enjoyed the chairlift ride to the top of Zugspitze. 

Neuschwanstein…is the Bavarian castle built by crazy King Ludwig, and well known from film 

 ―Chitty,chitty bang, bang‖.   Incidently, King Ludwig gifted the Catholic Church at Roxbury, 

 WI, with an oil painting. 

Ulm…saw the Dom with tallest church tower in Europe.   Some in our group climbed to the top. 

Strasbourg boasts one of the world‘s most beautiful cathedrals with gothic stained glass. 

Burg Eltz near Moselkern offers opportunity to see a gorgeous castle lived in continuously by the same 

 family since 1150. 

 

Building the concert program for 1986 was influenced by our capability to perform early music, which 

we had developed for our church music program.    The Recorder Consort was organized in 1972 and 

the Viol Consort in 1983.   Our first annual Renaissance Festival for Advent and Christmas was in 1977.   

Our recorder players had acquired and learned to play cornamusen providing a reed consort.    We 

worked with interested singers from the choir, forming a Kantorei to sing with the various consorts. I 

found a resourceful collection of chorale settings by first and second generation Lutheran composers. 

That collection entitled ―Antiqua Chorbuch: Geistliche Chorwerke Deutscher Meister‖ in five volumes, 

published by Schott in 1955, provided us repertoire used extensively.  Many of the chorale settings from 

these collections were included in a box set of cassette recordings titled ―Musik der Reformation‖ with 

Tenor Peter Schreier, Dredsner Kreuzchor, Capella Fidicinia, directed by Hans Grüss and produced in 

Digital Stereo by Capriccio Digital (recordings now available as CDs.   These recordings provided us a 

model and guide for performance style.   In 1984, our Recorder Consort and Kantorei performed a 

Sunday Afternoon Live Concert of Advent and Christmas Music from the Elvehjem Art Center at the 

University of Wisconsin.   Our performance of choral settings and other early music on the 1986 

program developed out of this experience. 

       

There is a freshness given to the performance of early music when performed on original instruments 

and with early music performance practices.   We realized it in our endeavors.   I was always motivated 

from reading how the music of the Reformation was used to teach the faith.   When these chorales are 

sung with energy, they transport and proclaim.  The chorale melodies are still winsome to our ears, and  
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the texts, especially with recent, newer translations, speak to our time.  When using the chorale settings 

from the Antiqua Chorbuch‖ volumes, I carefully edited with English translations, and with the newer 

translations when available.   While I personally would have enjoyed performing the chorales in original 

German, I felt it was important to use English for our congregation.   Our use of this music in our annual 

Renaissance Festivals for Advent and Christmas enjoyed large audiences.   For many, this music was 

fresh and different.    Another observation I have made is that when the Trinity Choir learned the vocal 

techniques and early music style, the choir also sang 18
th

 - 20
th

 century  music better!  

       

Richard Proulx was invited as a clinician to the University of Wisconsin summer Church Music 

Seminars sometime in the early 1980s.   We had performed his setting of the ―Te Deum‖ on our 1979 

concert tour.   I discussed the ―Te Deum‖ with Richard, and he informed me that he had included a cello 

part which Augsburg didn‘t publish.   Because of this meeting, I was able to acquire from Richard 

Proulx that cello part.    I asked Linda Svanoe, who played the bass viol in our viol consort, whether she 

would give a look at the cello part for playing on her bass viol.   It worked, and Linda was willing to 

learn it for performance.    This led to the decision to include this wonderful ―Te Deum‖ setting again on 

the 1986 concert tour, but this time with the string part.    Jim Svanoe built a special crate for 

transporting the viol with us to Europe. 

 

Gerhard Krapf had recently composed his chorale setting of ‗Lord You I Love with All My Heart‖ for 

choir and organ.   We adapted the organ part for accompaniment by the Recorder Consort.   Gerhard 

Krapf responded to this performance of his setting heard on our recording of the concert writing,    ―…. 

Actually the recorders came off very well in substituting for organ.‖    

 

Prof. Juergen Eichhoff, U.W. German Department, provided a German translation of our program.  

Juergen was a recorder student of Linda Svanoe‘s, and a German professor of our son Michael. 

 

A CD has been made from a tape recording of the 1986 concert.   This CD is in the Music Archive, and 

copies may be made from it.    As a fund raiser for the tour, a cassette recording of ―A Festival of Easter 

Music‖ by Trinity Choir, Handbells, Recorders, Organ was made.   This 1985 recording has also been 

transferred to a CD and is in the Music Archive. 

 

Thirty-one singers made up the 1986 touring choir.   The Trinity Choir performed nine concerts and in 

three Sunday morning worship services.   There were forty-two tour participants who were guests of six 

different families for ten nights in West Germany, and had the unique opportunity to be dinner guests of 

families in Ilmenau in East Germany.   The cost of the trip was $1,400.    A large fund raising effort 

successfully raised $14,000 for assisting musicians needing financial support in order to participate.   

Fund raising activities included a couple annual Renaissance concerts,  huge garage sales,   baking rolls 

for Sunday mornings, receiving matching Lutheran Brotherhood grants, and collecting aluminum cans 

which sold for a good price in those days.   
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STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVE, TRINITY MUSICIANS—MISSION TO EUROPE, JUNE 11-

JULY 2, 1986 

 

―Sing to the Lord a new song;  …proclaim the good news of his salvation from day to day.   Declare his 

glory among the nations and his wonders among all peoples.‖   Psalm 96:1-3 

       

We who participate in the ministry of church music at Trinity wish to share representative music from 

Lutheran worship services in America with our fellow congregations in Europe.  In keeping with our 

church charter and Christ‘s command to carry the good news of salvation to all the world, we are 

honored to act as representatives of our congregation in response to this call. 

 

Mission to Europe—1986 extends the dimensions of an earlier trip in 1979 to visit churches and homes 

of ethnic and religious backgrounds that have provided our own heritage.   Key concert sites for our  

present trip have been established by invitation through local contacts, friends, relatives, and church 

music colleagues. 

 

We are particularly excited about the opportunity to visit our brothers and sisters in the church in East 

and West Germany.  We expect our individual contacts and the exchange of ideas to be a valuable and 

enriching experience, and we look forward to the privilege of participating in the worship and 

sacramental life of those we visit. 

 

 

PARTICIPANTS 

Soprano 

Sue Brendler 

Joanne Erickson 

JoAnn Fabie 

Judy Kessenich 

Judith Machtel 

Kimberly Paulson 

Jan Pohlod 

Audrey Randall 

Edythe Wichern 

Carol Winge 

Alto 

Diana Buskirk 

Carolyn Fuerst 

Penny Jacobsen 

Mary Johnson 

Jean Oldham 

Shirley Olson 

Karen Paulson 

Juli Pohlod 

Linda Svanoe 

Susan Torfin 

                     

Tenor 

Ruby Anderson 

Charles Buskirk 

James Svanoe 

William Winge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bass 

Greg Anderson 

Jeffrey Anderson+ 

Michael Fuerst 

Vern Jacobsen 

Phillip Paulson 

Anders Svanoe 

Donald Wichern 

 

+guest  

 

 

Director: Arlyn Fuerst 

Tour Assistants:  Gordon Erickson, Paul Fuerst, Steven Fuerst, Fred Fuerst, Ruth Fuerst, Nolan Johnson 

 Oliver Oldham, Mark Paulson, Richard Torfin, and Gary Turk 
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PROGRAM 

      I 
EXSULTATE DEO (Ps. 81, 1)      Allesandro Scarlatti, 1660-1725 

HOW BRIGHTYLY BEAMS THE MORNING STAR   Michael Praetorius, 1571-1621 

1. Choir and soli 2.  Recorder Consort 3. Choir 

SIC DEUS DILEXIT MUNDUM  (John 3:16)    Samuel Scheidt, 1787-1654 

 Double Choir:   Choir and Recorder Consort 

LORD, YOU I LOVE WITH ALL MY HEART    Gerhard Krapf 

 Choir and Recorder Consort (Consort as substitute for organ part) 

                   II 

FANTASIA        John Ward, d. 1640 

 Recorder Consort 

A MIGHTY FORTRESS IS OUR GOD     Johann Walther, 1496-1570 

         Sethus Calvisium, 1556-1615 

1. Walther – Recorders, Tenor, Viola da Gamba (1551)‘ 

2. Calvisius –Recorders (1603) 

3. Walther – Kantorei and Instruments 

 

 

COME, HOLY GHOST       Johann Walther 

 Recorder Consort and Kantorei (1524) 

 

       

TO GOD THE HOLY SPIRIT WE PRAY    Johann Walther 

 Recorder Consort and Kantorei 

FANTASIA        Orlando Gibbons, 1583-16215 

VALSE, from  SUITE       R. Vaughan Williams, 1872-1958 

      III 
CARILLON        Jean Langlais, b. 1907 

 Handbell Choir 

TE DEUM LAUDAMUS      Richard Proulx 

 Choir, Handbells, Viola da Gamba, and two Recorders 

UBI CARITAS (1 John 4: 16)      Maurice Duruflȇ, b. 1902 

SING YE PRAISES TO OUR KING     Aaron Copland, b. 1900 

MY LORD, WHAT A MOURNING     Spiritual, arr. Sam Batt Owens 

HARK, I HEAR THE HARPS ETERNAL    Spiritual, arr. Alice Parker 

 

Recorder Consort:   Linda Svanoe, Carolyn Fuerst, Carol Winge, and Penny Jacobsen 

Viola da Gamba:   Linda Svanoe 

 

Some reactions of individuals and newspapers to Trinity Choir’s concerts in 1986: 

―Thanks for your brief note with the good news that you have been able to put the trip together, despite 

all the recent obstacles arising from the Chernobyl event and the terrorism fears‖… Lutheran World 

Ministries very reluctantly cancelled a visitation group scheduled for the USSR, Hungary and the DDR. 

The fact that groups such as yours have been steadfast will no doubt be very helpful to maintaining good 

relations between churches.‖   Dr. David Burke, Lutheran World Ministries, New York, 
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―You sing your church Latin just like Germans.‖  From newspaper reporter after concert in  

 St. Nikolaus Kirche, Kiel 

 

―Church music of a high standard‖   from Kiel newspaper 

 

―Today I am 84 years old and this gift could only have come from God.  Wunderbar, wunderbar, I will 

never forget you.‖   From elderly woman after concert at Dom, Lübeck.  

 

―Tell Mr. Fuerst that the performance of his choir was an outstanding event for Ilmenau and the 

comments---I spoke to many people---were full of praise for the culture of singing….Give the enclosed 

postcard to Mr. Fuerst as a compliment and gratitude for his work and conducting so good a choir and 

his friendly way to speak to us and visit with us in Ilmenau.‖   Dr. Eberhardt Köhler to his pen pal Jean 

Oldham 

 

―Welcome back home!   TEMPO tells a lively story of your journey, but not only lively and colorful but 

also touching and deeply moving.   Listening to your tape and reading the special tour-issue makes one 

realize both how much careful and faithful work, rehearsing the music, preparing the trip etc. had to be 

done and how worthwhile and rewarding it must have been.‖  Gerhard Krapf  

 

Anecdotes to be remembered by ’86 tour participants 

1. On route from Lübeck to Berlin the air conditioning broke down in our bus.  Reuter Bus Co, being a 

 bus company with only two buses, we were stuck with this bus for the remainder of the trip.   

 Needless to say, the bus was extremely warm, particularly towards the back. 

2.  The Sunday Concert in the Dom, Lübeck, was at 5:00 p.m.  We arrived at 3:00 p.m. for set up and 

 warm up rehearsal.  After our set up, Prof. Uwe Röhl told us to experience the splendid 

 acoustic throughout the Dom, and then improvised on the organ for twenty minutes.  He was a 

 master at improvisation, and was well known in Europe for it.  Röhl, my organ and 

 improvisation professor in 1971-72, opened the door of improvisation to me which I 

 continued to develop during my career.  I have deepest regards for Uwe Röhl!  My last visit with 

 him was in August, 2003.  We were invited to attend a worship service celebrating Uwe‘s 80
th

 

 birthday on February 16, 2005, but we were unable to travel.    He died August 15, 2005. 

3.  Gary Turk and a few other adults led a group of young people on the tour to the beach at Travemunde  

 during a half day of free time on Monday when we were in Lübeck.   There they discovered a 

 day at a European beach is different than in USA!  

4.  Lodging at East German hotels included the posh Palast Hotel in E. Berlin, Merkur  Hotel in 

 Leipzig, and the not so posh Merkur Hotel in Erfurt. After the fall of the East German 

 government in 1989, we learned that the rooms in these hotels were bugged with cameras and 

 microphones.   Yikes! 

5.  We had a stop in Ulm to see the tallest church tower of the cathedral.  While there, our 15 year old 

 Steven wanted dad to go with him to the first shop for the return of the purchased pin and a 

 refund.   I sent Steven alone to the shop.   Using gestures, he did get his money back.   Perhaps 

 it was indeed a good learning experience, because Steven is an expert at negotiating! 

6.  Strasbourg, France, was a great place to visit, but our lodging at the University Residence Alfred 

 Weiss wasn‘t a favorite! 
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7.  Dinner in Strasbourg was to be at the Le Restaurant ―Au Cygn‖ in Geudertheim.   Our expectation 

 was an elegant French meal, but what we got was a pizzahouse.   Only Linda Svanoe, who has 

 allergies, got a steak!  

8.  After the tour, at rehearsal on Oct. 8, Trinity Choir celebrated Ruby Anderson‘s 40
th

 year in Trinity 

 Choir.   She was invited in 1946 to sing in the choir, and become a member of Trinity in 1947.   

 At the start, she sang alto, but later become a steadfast tenor! 

 

       

Trinity Choir, 1986, Photo 

Back row:  Chuck Buskirk, Jim Svanoe, Jeff Anderson, Michael Fuerst, Anders Svanoe, Greg  

  Anderson, and Don Wichern 

 

Third row:  Arlyn Fuerst, Ruby Anderson, Bill Winge, Phillip Paulson, and Vern Jacobsen 

 

Second Row: JoAnn Fabie, Carolyn Udell, Sue Brendler, Kim Paulson, Edythe Wichern, Karen  

 Paulson, Linda Svanoe, Jean Oldham, Carolyn Fuerst, Diana Buskirk, Mary Johnson, and 

  Shirley Olson 

 

First Row: Judy Kessenich, Audrey Randall, Jan Pohlod, Carol Winge, Jo Erickson, Penny  

  Jacobsen, and Juli Pohlod 

 

Not on picture: Sue Torfin;  Carolyn Udell, guest singer pictured,  withdrew before the tour   
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1994 
 

The 1994 travel to Freiburg, Germany, came out of a special invitation to the Recorder Consort  to be a 

performing group with the Madison-Freiburg Fair.    Madison and Freiburg, Germany, are sister cities.    

Judy Bush was on the Madison-Freiburg sister city committee, and she had heard the Trinity Recorder 

group a number of times. Judy extended the invitation to perform.  

The  Madison Fair in Freiburg, as planned by the sister city Madison for  130 participants was from 

June 28-July 7, 1994.  It was a cultural, education and personal exchange between the citizens of the two 

cities.   Mayor Paul Soglin led the delegation of mostly Madisonians.   The formal invitation was from 

Freiburg  Burgermeister Rolf Böhme.   The Madison Fair in Freiburg event was July 1-4. 

 

The recorder players of the Trinity Recorder Consort were Linda Svanoe, Carolyn Fuerst, Carol Winge, 

and Penny Jacobsen.   Arlyn Fuerst was harpsichordist/organist .  We had two major concerts.   The first 

concert was on Saturday, July 2, at 8:00 p.m. in the Kaisersaal room of the historic  Kaufhaus .   We 

performed first on the concert program shared with the Madison Bach Dancing  and Dynamite Society.     

 

On Friday, I was given a ride to a harpsichordist‘s home to select a harpsichord from two choices.  The 

harpsichord was tuned and delivered to the Kaisersaal.  I requested the instrument to be freshly tuned on 

Saturday afternoon for the concert.   As it happened, Freiburg was enduring a very bad heat wave during 

our days there.   Temperatures were in the 90‘s F. and even up to the 100‘s F.   It was sweltering hot in 

the Kaisersaal when we all rehearsed on Saturday afternoon.    About 90 minutes before the concert the 

wife of the harpsichordist arrived to tune the loaned harpsichord.  She told me she wasn‘t very good at 

it, and when she finished the tuning was not adequate.   Fortunately, I brought along my Korg tuner, for 

emergency, to enable me to set an 8. Comma Mean Tone temperament quickly.   After setting an octave 

of notes I could tune in octaves, but the lay- out of tuning pins was unfamiliar to me.   The tuning was 

accomplished and the instrument sounded good, although tuned under pressure.    In spite of the heat, 

our half of the concert went very well.    I was so pleased that my second cousin Greta Collins came 

from Oldenburg (where the choir sang in 1986) to hear our concert in Freiburg. 

 

On Sunday, there was an outdoor ecumenical service at 9:00 followed by our concert in the 

Kreutzkirche nearby.  For this concert, we performed our program as indicated below, and I had an 

organ to play in place of the harpsichord.  Jim Svanoe-tenor, Bill Winge-tenor, and Vern Jacobsen-

baritone performed three male vocal pieces with organ accompaniment.   The concert was very well 

received.    

 

The Recorder Consort, singers, and I worked very diligently on this program and achieved a high level 

of performance style and musicality.    How was this accomplished?  The Recorder Consort gives 

attention to tuning, not only at cadences, but also within the lines.   There are four voices of soprano, 

alto, tenor, and bass.   Rehearsal time, particularly at beginning stage of learning music, is given to 

playing only two voices at a time.  Unisons between the two voices are marked in the music.   Intervals 

are tuned.  The recorders are played without vibrato and with pure, beatless thirds and fifths of chords 

called ―just tuning‖. The resulting sound blossoms, has warmth, and is gorgeous to the ear.  Another 

ingredient of good playing is articulation, which has to do with the degree of separation between notes. 
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Notes that are played staccato are tongued with a beginning and ending as in using the word d__t.    

Notes that are legato and connected are played with a soft ending as in using the word da___ , without 

an ending consonant.    There are degrees of articulation.  Being familiar with the music style guides the 

players   in degrees of articulation.    The players of the ensemble use the same articulation.    This is a 

simplification, but gives some insight into what makes a recorder consort such a wonderful ensemble 

when all things come together.    It requires rehearsal individually and as an ensemble.     This is a nod 

of recognition to the dedication of our recorder players since 1973!   The work preparing twenty-five 

years of Renaissance Concerts (1977-2001) and European concert tours in 1979, 1986, 1994, and 1996 

continues in the musical offerings today from the Recorder Consort. 

 

It is worthwhile to also make comment about the three male singers who invested considerable rehearsal 

time to bring their three selections to a musical banquet.    As with the recorders, tuning in the ―middle 

of the note‖ was a quality of these men‘s singing.    The music performed was from the Baroque era 

when Bel Canto style, ―beautiful singing‖, from Italy influenced singers.    The idea incorporates singing 

with messa di voce which is a gradual crescendo and decrescendo on a sustained note.   Dotted half 

notes are mostly only a decrescendo.  Diaphram and breathing exercises guide one in singing messa di 

voce.    Sustained notes are never static, but have a life of their own, their own natural decay in loudness.    

These effects were achieved especially well in Adriano Banchieri‘s EXULTATE JUSTI IN DOMINO, 

Ps. 33, in the concert.     

 

 I took advantage of my son Michael, who had just finished three years at Eastman School of Music with 

a master‘s degree in harpsichord performance and was home for spring break, to coach me on my solo 

harpsichord pieces.    After the performance in the Kreutzkirche, a gentleman asked if I had recorded the 

Reincken ―Fuga‖ because he had liked the performance so much.    It was a smiling moment for me. 

 

The Madison Fair in Freiburg performance was also performed for the Association of Lutheran Church 

Musicians convention in Madison before our departure to Freiburg.   The challenge of these 

performances motivated us all to reach farther than we had before in our performance ability.    In 

preparing to write these anecdotes, I listened to the CD transfer from tape of this concert.    This concert 

was a landmark performance for us, and it pleases me to enjoy the music so much 15 years later.    The 

CD  A Kaleidoscope of Music Encompasing Four Centuries, in the Trinity Music Archive, was recorded 

live from the concert at Trinity Lutheran Church on July 26, 1994.     Copies may be made from the 

master CD.  It‘s a great CD of a performance by Trinity‘s own musicians. 

 

The Madison committee planned sightseeing, on the day before the Madison Fair in Freiburg event, to 

the Black Forest-Lake Constance and Switzerland.   On the day after the event we traveled to Alsace, 

France, via  Breisach (on the Rhine river), and Neuf Brisach (a 18
th

 c. designed military post)  ending at 

Colmar.   Colmar is a picturesque city with many half-timbered homes and businesses on medieval 

streets.   First we visited the famous Unterlinden Museum with its world famous  Isenheim Altar and 

original Andreas Ruckers Harpsichord from mid-17
th

 century.   On the return trip to Freiburg we visted  

Kaysersberg (birth place of Albert Schweitzer) and Riquewihr (a medieval jewel village).   Cost of the 

Madison Fair in Freiburg was $875 per person for the ten-day trip.   All of the Trinity group extended 

the trip by an additional four days to enjoy Switzerland at Zürich, Luzern, Brienz, Ringgenberg (Hotel 

Bären),  Interlaken, Lauterbrunnen, Thun, and Gruyeres. 
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Participants:    

Recorder Consort:   Linda Svanoe, Carolyn Fuerst, Carol Winge, and Penny Jacobsen 

Harpsichord/Organ:  Arlyn Fuerst 

Singers:   Jim Svanoe, Bill Winge, and Vern Jacobsen 

Trinity members on trip:   Jim and Arlene Patt,  Oliver and Jean Oldham,  Ruby Anderson, and Julie 

 Jacobsen 

Guests on trip:   Dick and Bonnie Fuerst,   Fred and Karen Kelroy,  Margaret Bailey, and Brea Davis 

  
 

PROGRAM: A Kaleidoscope of Music Encompassing Four Centuries 

        I 
Andrew Charlton   THREE MOVEMENTS FOR RECORDERS, 1970 

      March-Scherzando-Allegretto 

Bendusi    ANIMOSO, 1553 

Gio.Fran.Anerio, 1567-1630  GAGLIARDE 7 

Gir. Frescobaldi, 1583-1643  CANZON PRIMA, 1615 

   Recorder Consort 

    II 
Gir. Frescobaldi   BALLETO TERZO, CORRENTE del BALLETTO, PASSACAGLI 

   Harpsichord 

Adriano Banchieri, 1568-1634  EXULTATE JUSTI IN DOMINO, Ps. 33 

   Tenor and Bass, Harpsichord 

Benedetto Marcello, 1686-1739  TO THEE, O LORD MY GOD, Ps. 25 

   Tenor and Bass, Harpsichord 

Benedetto Marcello   THY MERCY, JEHOVAH, Ps. 36 

   Tenor, Baritone, and Bass, Harpsichord 

Giovanni Picchi    BALLO ALLA POLACHA, 1621 

   Harpsichord 

    III 

Michael Praetorius, 1571-1621  COURANTE, GALLIARDE 

Orlando Gibbons, 1583-1625  FANTASIA in G 

   Recorder Consort 

William Byrd, 1542-1623  THE GALLIARDE TO THE THIRD PAVIAN 

Johann Adam Reincken, 1623-1722 FUGA 

   Harpsichord 

    IV 

J. Boxin Boismortier   SONATA, 1731 

      Andante-Presto-Adagio-Allegro 

Andrew Charlton   IDYLLWILD SUITE, 1971, revision 1990 

      Andante-Jig-Blues 

   Recorder Consort 

TRINITY RECORDER CONSORT:   Linda Svanoe, Carolyn Fuerst, Carol Winge, Penny Jacobsen 

HARPSICHORD:  Arlyn Fredrick Fuerst 

SINGERS:  James Svanoe, Vernon Jacobsen, William Winge 

 

This concert was prepared for the week of June 26-July 4 in Freiburg, Germany, sister-city of Madison. This 

concert, performed at Trinity, was a pre-conference event of the Association of Lutheran Church Musicians which  

met in Madison, June 27-30. 
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Trinity Recorder Consort and Singers, 1994, Photo 

 

 Vern Jacobsen, Carolyn Fuerst, Carol Winge, Arlyn Fuerst, Penny Jacobsen, Linda Svanoe, and 

 Jim Svanoe in the Kaisersaal room of the historic Kaufhaus, Freiburg.     Missing on the photo is 

 Bill Winge. 
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1996 

 

The 1996 concert tour is nicely documented with an overview of the tour, director‘s report on the trip, 

and feedback from the participants in a special edition, Tempo Allegro, edited by Lynne Martin 

Erickson and designed by Mary Bohne.    This journal offers a wonderful report that is especially 

enjoyable and exciting to read now fifteen years later.    John Fabie documented not only the entire trip 

in a two hour video, but also recorded live two of the concerts.   My writing in 2009 will cover an 

overview of the international scene at the time of the tour, inform about the very contacts for host 

churches that we had, and some insight into the choir‘s preparation for the concerts.   In writing about 

locations, the reader will often read anecdotes about planning, then to the actual tour, and even to events 

after the tour with connection to church and city.  

 

Discussion on whether we should plan ―tour three‖ to Europe was started in the spring of 1993.  Since 

the Recorder Consort had its special invitation to perform at the Madison-Freiburg Fair in 1994, the 

question was asked which year, 1995 or 1996, would be the best year for concert tour.   A strong 

resonance from the musicians indicated a tour should be pursued, and 1996 was to be the year.   Several 

questionnaires followed looking for feedback of where we‘d want to plan our trip,   A committee made 

up of Dan and Ro Bartel, Phillip and Karen Paulson, Nolan and Mary Johnson, Tom  Martin Erickson,  

Carol Winge, Carolyn Fuerst  and Arlyn Fuerst met in Jan. 1995 to discuss itinerary and dates.   Bids 

were received from three tour agencies.  By Feb., 1995, places and churches for concerts were presented 

and musicians were to sign a statement of intent and financial need in order to afford the travel.    

 

The musicians had opportunity to indicate countries where they would like to tour and concertize. 

Norway, East Germany, Holland, Hungary, Czech, Eastern USA, Western USA, and Canada were 

considerations.   After discussion, it became clear that a European experience was desired, and that we 

should take opportunity of contacts that we have.   By May, 1995, a tour of fourteen days was essentially 

worked out for travel to Berlin, Lübben, Leipzig, and Dresden of the former East Germany.   Then travel 

on to Prague in the Czech Republic and to Bratislava in the Slovak Republic, ending in Vienna, Austria.   

The length of this tour was two weeks, compared to three week tours in 1979 and 1986.   Since 1986, the 

cost of traveling had escalated considerably.   The participants, too, stated that a two week tour was best 

for their work schedules.    

 

The choice of traveling in the former Eastern Germany, Czech Republic, and Slovak Republic was 

significant.   In 1979, we crossed into East Germany, former iron curtain zone, for one day.   In 1986, 

we were most fortunate to work out four days of travel and two concerts in East Germany. We had deep 

impressions of the hardships of the East Germans from living under communism.  We came home from 

the 1986 tour with many memories and friendships from that tour.   In 1996, we would be in the former 

East Germany seven years after the fall of the iron curtain.  This would give us the opportunity to see the 

changes called ―die Wende‖ in people‘s lives and the rebuilding of historical buildings and churches.  

Besides, with the framework of two weeks, we could accomplish travel in the former East  Germany,  

Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, and ending in Vienna, Austria.    We also had contacts for organizing 

concerts.    In the Tempo Allegro, the participants wrote about their impressions of the changes from 

1986 to 1996.    
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In the spring of 1989, East Germans began traveling to Hungary for easy access into Austria as an 

escape route rather than via the Berlin Wall.  In November, 1989, the iron curtain began to crumble 

across in East Germany (November 9) and in Czechoslovakia (Velvet Revolution on November 17).   In 

1991, the Czech Republic was formed out of Czechoslovakia.   Historically, Slovakia was independent 

of the Czechs, but had been combined with the Czechs to form Czechoslovakia in recent history.   On 

January 1, 1993, the Slovakia Republic was formed, separate from the Czech Republic.   

 

From planning for 1979 to 1986 to 1996, my tools for correspondence improved.  For the 1979 tour, I 

typed on a typewriter using erasable bond paper, eraser, and carbon copies.   For the 1986 tour, the 

typewriter had self-correction ribbon.   For the 1996 tour, I had an Apple Computer!    Also, I used faxes 

extensively from the computer to our contacts in Germany.    

 

Our first concert was at the Paul Gerhardt Kirche in Lübben.  The hymn writer Pastor Paul Gerhardt, 

1607-1676, served his last parish in Lübben, and he is buried in the church.  Our contact for performing 

a concert in the Paul Gerhardt Kirche has an interesting history which comes out of our 1986 tour.  

Pastor Olaf Beier was a student at the seminary that was set up at the Brandenburg Cathedral where we 

sang in 1986.   In 1992, Olaf visited our home in Madison with two other seminarians.  The anecdote is 

written about this in the 1986 tour story.   Olaf and I continued correspondence.  After ordination, Olaf 

wrote about becoming pastor at Gross Leuthen in 1993.  When I wrote to Olaf about Trinity Choir 

singing at his parish in Gross Leuthen in 1996, he was enthusiastic about hosting Trinity Choir and 

thought that  home stays for the choir could be possible.   Pastor Beier also served part time at the Paul 

Gerhardt Kirche in Lübben  nearby, where he  became senior pastor in the late 90‘s.    I was excited 

about the suggestion of singing in the Paul Gerhardt Kirche.   Gerhardt is one of the great Lutheran 

hymn writers.    I fondly remember my father-in-law Gerhard Wulff, with his incredible memory, 

reciting the many multiple stanzas of several hymns by Paul Gerhardt.    For me, it would be a 

pilgrimage to direct Trinity Choir in this church. 

 

In January, 1995, Pastor Beier wrote in a letter to me, ―that he would naturally help me in our planning 

 of a concert tour.  I gladly think back to the days at your home in Madison (1992).   It was so 

 lovely to have met so many nice folks.   Also, the worship service in your church was so lively 

 and joyful; we could use some of that here.  Most of the people here stand with Christian Faith, 

 but they don‘t want to belong to the church.   They often don‘t know that what is spoken in 

 church has anything to do with their lives.   The 40 years of socialism, with connection to 

 atheism have left deep tracks.   Many live without the church and most don‘t miss it.   But there 

 are also signs of hope and the hope that we may also have a lively congregation.   Lastly, it of 

 course doesn‘t lie in our hand.‖   (translation by Arlyn Fuerst)  

 This gives us insight about how communism affected the religious life of people and the church  for 

forty years after WWII. 

 

150 people attended the concert at the Paul Gerhardt Kirche.   Several of us, the Oldhams and the 

Ericksons, enjoyed seeing hosts from Trinity Choir‘s 1986 home stays in Berlin in the audience.   Our 

friends Joachim and Julia Pickardt, whose connection with us via my professor Uwe Röhl in Lübeck has 

already been told, attended the concert to see us.   John Fabie, with camcorder, recorded the concert.     
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On it is a wonderful scene from outside the church with the statuary of Paul Gerhardt in the court yard at 

the entrance of the church and the sounds of our Recorder Consort playing in the concert.   

        

In 2007, Paul Gerhardt‘s 400
th

 birthday was celebrated.   Pastor Beier requested of me a DVD of our 

choir singing a chorale of Gerhardt‘s which would be a part of a DVD, of eight churches in different 

lands and languages singing a chorale, being produced by the Paul Gerhardt Kirche.  Because of CLL,   I 

had already resigned as Trinity Choir director in January, 2007, but I was continuing as organist.    Rod 

Witte, as interim choir director, prepared the Trinity Choir in singing the Gerhardt hymn ―Evening and 

Morning‖ (LBW 465).   I prepared an improvised prelude, accompaniments to the stanzas, and a 

postlude.   John Fabie recorded the performance, and provided captioning of the English text.    In the 

DVD produced by the Paul Gerhardt Kirche, my improvised chorale prelude was used in the 

introduction of the program.    Later, after other choirs on the DVD, the Trinity Choir was heard singing 

―Evening and Morning‖ followed by the postlude.    Pastor Beier sent me a picture showing the HD TV 

in their parish room with Trinity Choir on the screen.    It was wonderful to be a part of this significant 

400
th

 anniversary of Gerhardt.     The DVD was shown on German Television, so Trinity Choir was 

widely seen and heard.     David Fabie, now living in San Francisco, submitted the DVD to YouTube.   

It may be viewed at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-5HgfFzUuk .  As of May 20, 2009, it has 

received 32,800 hits, and has had many comments submitted.     

 

The Paul Gerhardt anniversary year in 2007 was an opportunity for the Paul Gerhardt Kirche.    The year  

of celebration attracted many visitors from around the world.    A very busy calendar year was planned 

with major monthly worship and concerts on Sundays.    When one visits the website for the Paul 

Gerhardt Kirche, it seems that Pastor Beier, at this church, has realized many of the hopes expressed in 

his letter from January, 1995.  The webpage at http://www.paul-gerhardt-luebben.de/ is nicely organized 

and is worth the time to see pictures and read about the active life of this parish.   

 

On the tour, we planned a stop at Wittenburg on the way to Leipzig.  In 1996, the 450
th

 anniversary of 

Martin Luther‘s death was celebrated.  The Lutherhalle (Luther Hall) had an excellent exhibition for 

Luther‘s 450
th

. Wittenburg has so much history and churches connected to the reformer.   A picture of 

the touring group was taken in front of doors of the Burg Kirche (Castle Church) where Luther nailed 

the ninety-five theses on October 31, 1517.   The doors are now in bronze with the theses etched in the 

bronze.    Both Phillip Melancthon and Martin Luther are buried in this church.   We came prepared to 

sing Johann Walter‘s setting of ―A Mighty Fortress‖ in the chancel.  Walter was a friend of Luther‘s and 

stands as a first generation Lutheran composer.     What a memorable experience it was for me to direct 

Trinity Choir in this setting! 

  

Our contact in Leipzig stems from an exchange student from Leipzig at LaFollette High School in the 

1993-1994 school year.   Julia Wünsche, while attending LaFollette High School wanted to take piano 

lessons.   Her host family contacted Carolyn, and arrangements for lessons were made.   After making 

acquaintance with Julia, and when she seemed comfortable with us, we invited Julia for a Sunday 

afternoon tea.  Julia had already told us that her father was Pastor Frieder Wünsche, pastor at Marien 

Kirche in Leipzig. I talked with Julia about the possibilities of the Trinity Choir and Recorder Consort 

travelling to Germany in June of 1996.  I was pleased to talk to someone from the former GDR and from 

Leipzig!   Julia gave me her father‘s address and encouraged me to write to him.   Before 1989, this kind 

of contact would never have happened!  
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In June, 1994, I wrote to Pastor Wünsche about the conversation with Julia regarding Trinity Choir 

planning a concert tour to Germany in 1996.   Julia had already informed her father about it.   Pastor 

Wünsche would mostly phone me in reply to my faxes to him.   Pastor Wünsche recommended me and 

Trinity Choir to Pastor Dietmar Selunka, pastor at the Loschwitz Kirche (Dresden).    Both Pastor 

Wünsche and Pastor Selunka hosted our concerts and were able to get home stays for us from members 

of their congregations.  

 

In Leipzig, Carolyn and I were guests of Pastor Wünsche and his wife who was a M.D.  On Saturday 

evening we attended an honors banquet and program for graduates from the Gymnasium (High School).   

Julia was among the graduates.   The banquet was at the Merkur Hotel where we had stayed in 1986.  

We talked with Pastor Wünsche until 12:30 a.m.  He had many insights about the change ―die Wende‖ 

and wanted to tell his story about it.  People were having difficulty with it, others who adapt do well. 

The change in having to make so many decisions such as going to the store and having to select from ten 

different flours was given as an example.   There are insurance choices. To have so many choices 

complicated life for many who had learned to accept only one choice. 

 

Since we were to sing a concert on Sunday in the Marien Kirche, Leipzig-Stötterotz, Pastor Wünsche 

wanted to offer a bilingual Sunday morning worship service with communion.    This took several faxes 

to plan ahead of the tour.  Trinity Choir sang a psalm setting of Psalm 100.   American congregational 

hymns sung were ―Baptized in Water‖, ―Catch the Vision! Share the Glory‖, and ―Thine the Amen!‖   

The church had a balcony on the side walls and in the back where the small pipe organ stood.   The choir 

sang from the two side balconies.    I was asked on Saturday before the service to play organ.    Pastor 

Ron Mach, assistant to Bishop Enslin in Madison, was a participant in our tour.   He was invited to 

preach a sermon in English and was requested to send a copy of the sermon via fax to Pastor Wünsche.    

After Pastor Mach had preached, Pastor Wünsche gave the translation of the sermon.   The church was 

full in attendance.   The service lasted nearly two hours. 

 

 

On Sunday afternoon, our choir was divided to go with group leaders from the Marien Kirche into Old 

Town.    After visiting Thomas Kirche, the Bach church, we went to the Nikolai Kirche where the 

prayer vigils in November, 1989, were held, and where the 1989 revolution started outside the church 

because of the peace angel in the rotunda of this church.    Pastor Wünsche, who led our group, gave a 

very moving story about this historical time when the East German government‘s hold on people was 

breaking down.   Phil Paulson writes about Pastor Wünsch‘s story in the Tempo Allegro.  Our concert in 

the Marien Kirche was Sunday evening. 

 

Upon arrival in Dresden, the tour group did a walking tour of Dresden.  We toured hard, because there 

is so much to see in Dresden.  We were all impressed with the first steps started in 1995 to rebuild the 

18
th

 century Frauenkirche, destroyed at the end of WWII.   During this day, Jim Svanoe had a phone call 

from son Anders in Wisconsin updating on the poor health condition of Linda‘s mother. Also, Linda had 

her purse stolen on the street.    Tonia Lohmiller, who was pregnant, was not feeling well.   When we 

arrived at the Loschwitz Kirche at 4:00 p.m. everyone was exhausted.     

 

I‘ll  never  forget  preparing the choir for the concert in the  recently  rebuilt Loschwitz  Kirche.         The  
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Loschwitz Kirche has significant importance since it was designed and built by Georg Bähr who also 

designed and built the Frauenkirche.    Upon entering the Loschwitz Kirche we knew we‘d be singing in 

a very live acoustic.    Preparing the choir to sing in this  acoustic was an immediate challenge.    First, 

we went through our usual vocal warm ups.   The eyes opened wide as the singers could hear the 

reverberation of their voices.    However, there was the challenge for each singer of listening very 

carefully to the entire choir in order to keep the ensemble together.   This was quickly learned.   

 

After the pre-concert rehearsal we walked several blocks to the parish house where the Loschwitz 

church choir provided a pot-luck supper for us.    Our concert was at 8:30 p.m. so there was no rush, 

giving ample time to eat, talk with the Germans as we could, and warm up.   When we entered the 

church the seats were full.    Our tired bodies and minds were rejuvenated by all the time we had 

experienced at the Loschwitz Kirche.    The concert that evening was the most inspired singing, handbell 

ringing, and recorder playing we had experienced on tour.    The sound of our music making in this  

unforgettable acoustical space inspired concentration and singing like none of us had experienced 

before.    The standing ovation and long applause were stimulating.   We sang an encore, and then 

walked out of the church.   Applause continued, and we re-entered the church to sing again. 

 

I had expected our son Michael, who was studying at the Freiburg University as a Fulbright Scholar, 

would be attending the concert.    Not seeing him before the concert, I presumed he didn‘t make it.  

After our entrance into the church for the concert, I addressed the Germans with a greeting and thanked 

them for hosting us.   At that moment, I spotted Michael in the audience.    All of this heightened the 

music making experience for me.   After the concert we only had a short time to visit with Michael.   He 

and Pastor Ron and Carol Mach stayed in Pastor Selunka‘s home next to the church that night.  Our 

hosts, Wolfgang and Herrat Vogel and three children lived on a high hill overlooking Dresden.    Our 

host grabbed our bags and carried them up to their apartment.   In Carolyn‘s story about this time, she 

relates how it was 112 steps from street to door!    Our hostess sang in the Loschwitz church choir.   She 

flattered me in stating that she wished she could experience singing under my direction.  

 

Karen Paulson wrote about the Loschwitz Kirche concert in the Tempo Allegro, stating ―a host family 

said it was the best amateur choir they had ever heard.‖   Considering the fact the Dresden has so many 

fabulous choirs, this indeed was an evaluation to celebrate.   Dresden has historical significance in 

church music.   Heinrich Schütz served most of the years of his long life in Dresden.   The famous Kreuz 

Kirche (Cross Church) is known for its long history of men and boy choirs.   Schütz is associated with 

the Kreuz Kirche.   The Frauenkirche has a rich history in church music.  The opera house has a rich 

history with the great composers. 

 

Now to jump ahead to September, 2007!    Our son Michael was invited to play continuo on a positiv 

organ with the Hannoversche Hofkapelle and Sächsisches Vocalensemble in a performance of Handel‘s 

oratorio Judas Maccabaeus in the Frauenkirche in Dresden on September 8, 2007.  The Frauenkirche 

was built in 1736, destroyed in 1945, and rebuilt over ten years with completion in 2005.   Vern and 

Penny Jacobsen  were  first to see the rebuilt  Frauenkirche  when  they participated on a bike vacation 

in 2006.    
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Their gift to us of DVDs which told the rebuilding story inspired our wish to see the rebuilt 

Frauenkirche ourselves.  When we invited our late friend, August Knoll (died February 7, 2008) to join 

us on this trip, he was immediately ready to travel with us.  Augie checked nearly daily the rebuilding of 

the Frauenkirche progress from internet sky cam.  He sang in Trinity Choir on the 1996 choir trip.     

 

Before our 2007 travel, I wrote via e-mail to Pastor Dietmar Selunka, our host pastor at the Loschwitz 

Kirche.    He invited us back to the Loschwitz Kirche and to have tea with him.  My story about this 

2007 trip to Dresden is an appendix to this document, because it makes so many connections to our 1996 

trip, especially with Pastor Selunka and the Loschwitz Kirche.   

 

Back to the tour of 1996!    Following Dresden and sideline sightseeing we traveled to Prague.   Trinity 

Choir enjoyed an evening and all the next day in Prague.   Pastor Wünsche had set up a meeting with 

Pastor Christoph Lange at the St. Martin in the Wall Church, a Czech Brethren Church.   Pastor Lange 

gave a lecture to us about the church and Prague.   There were several heads nodding during the lecture 

because of our tiring sightseeing activities.  The choir sang in the church. 

 

Our final concert was at Bratislava in the Slovak Republic.   Our contact was from Trinity Handbell  

Choir ringer Diane Crumrein.    Diane‘s sister Linnea Sorrenson was an English teacher sent by the 

ELCA to teach at the Evangelicke Lyceum, a Lutheran high School with a 390 year old history in 

Bratislava. The original building was only recently returned to the church after fifty years of 

communism through the restitution law.    The Lyceum had a great need for books.    Lynne 

MartinErickson and Karen Paulson were instrumental in selecting books that we purchased from the 

free-will offering of our home concert.    These books were taken as part of the choir‘s luggage to 

Bratislava and given to the English department at the Lyceum.    

 

The Choir‘s concert on Saturday at 7:00 p.m. was an outdoor concert, part of a cultural festival during 

that week.   We sang in the City Museum Court.   The choir started on the stage, but that wouldn‘t last 

long.    A thunder storm moved in, and we simply moved the choir under a portico.    The audience  

became smaller, but about ninety people remained under overhanging balconies of the courtyard. The 

court offered a good acoustic for our performance which was very well received.    John Fabie‘s 

camcorder captured the moment when thunder appropriately participated in our music making. 

 

On Sunday, at 9:30 a.m., we sang at Velky Kostel, known as the Big Church.   We sang three anthems 

during the service and for twenty minutes following the service.   Pastor Ron Mach, whose family 

history is Slovak, brought forty ELCA-Southern Wisconsin lapel pins which we handed out at the end.   

This was an overwhelming moment when the pins were gone, and so many people wished for them.   

The reception for our music was very obvious.    When we returned to Wisconsin, Pastor Mach sent 

many more pins to the church.    After the service, a very nice reception was provided in the old building 

Evangelicke Lyceum Librar which was used for the first time on this occasion.     

 

Our travel from Prague to Bratislava had taken several hours longer than planned.  We waited on the 

road for three hours to cross the Czech and Slovakia borders.   This was unfortunate because choir 

member Juli Pohlod was to meet her Slovak relatives. Choir member Juli Pohlod‘s fraternal 

grandmother  was from  Slovakia  and had lived in Michigan and then with the Pohlod  family.      Juli‘s  
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Mother, June Pohlod, provided me with names and addresses of cousins in Slovakia.   The cousins 

traveled for six hours to Bratislava, and then had to wait four hours for our arrival.  Consequently, their 

time together was cut short.  Peter Ciesar, teacher at the Evangelicke Lyceum, spoke excellent English 

and with our late arrival, he had much to explain to me in a short time. 

 

The final stop for the tour was in Vienna.  We enjoyed sightseeing, but the highlight really was at Hotel 

City Central where we lodged, enjoyed our closing program, and a communion service.  The late Ruby 

Anderson was honored for 50 years in choir.   The program ended with light-heartedness when  twelve 

singers sang ―The Twelve Days of the Tour‖. 

 

There were many highlights and sightseeing opportunities beyond the concert venues.   Here is a listing 

of things in order seen: 

East Berlin:  

     Brandenburg Gate  

     Berlin Cathedral (Dom)-built Baroque style 1890; top blown off in WWII, and reopened 1991. 

 The Choir sang a couple anthems in the very large nave with imposing pulpit, altar, organ, and 

 skylight with the dove in stained glass  high above. 

    French Cathedral 

    Crane City because of much reconstruction going on in Berlin since 1989. 

    Trepton War Memorial (Russian War Memorial) 

West Berlin: 

    Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Church 

    Remnant of Berlin Wall which came down in November, 1989. 

Gross Leuthen and Lübben  where we sang our first concert.   Home stays. 

Spreewald River excursion by boat 

Wittenburg Schlosskirche (Castle Church), Stadtkirche (Town Church, Lutherhalle (Luther 

     House), Stadtkirche (city church)  

Leipzig  

      Marienkirche in Leipzig-Stötteritz where the choir sang Sunday Worship and evening Concert. 

      St. Thomas Kirche is the church where Johann Sebastian Bach served the last twenty-seven years 

 of his life. 

Meissen was visited to see the famous porcelain factory/museum and visit the beautiful Dom at the top 

 of the high hill.   The bus gave the ride to the top, but several walked down. 

Hotel-Restaurant Frohberg, formerly a Bauernhof (farm) from 1753 provided a respite for the 

 participants.  In 1953, the family owning Frohberg fled to Köln (Cologne), Germany. 

Dresden, laid in ruins following the firestorm from two waves of British and American planes in 

 Dresden celebrated its 800 anniversary in 2006. 

     Frauenkirche in ruins (Church of Our Lady), rebuilt between 1995-2005. 

     Zwinger Museum 

     Procession of Dukes, a wall made of Meissen porcelain tiles showing history of Wettin rulers. 

     Loschwitz Kirche, the church where we sang a concert and had home stays provided by members. 

Pillnitz Castle on the Elbe River 
Elbsandsteingebiet (Elbe sand stone region), is known as the Swiss Alps of Saxony. 
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Königstein, Europes largest fortress area was built high above the Elbe river.  

Prague:  Hradcany (Castle), Moldau River, Charles Bridge (14
th

 c), St. Vitus Cathedral, 

     Jewish Cemetery, Old Town Square  

Bratislava, City Castle 

Vienna 

     Vienna Palace (Schloss Belvedere), Hundertwasser House, Opera House,  Sacher Hotel-famous 

     for Sacher Torte,  Mozart House, St. Stephen’s Cathedral (Stephans Dom) where we were  

     permitted to sing, Musikvereinsgebäude (home of Vienna Philharmonic). 

      

Since we started planning in 1993, there was ample time to select the program.  First, we would get 

choir input for selecting American music from our repertoire.   In May, 1995, we sang through fifty-five 

anthems.   From this repertoire eleven anthems were selected.    Several of these anthems were only 

recently acquired by our choir library with the intent that this music could be on the 1996 concert 

program.   

 

In 1995, I attended the University of Minnesota Sacred Choral Repertoire five-day workshop led by 

Philip Brunelle.    It was at this conference that I found new music.   We sang an anthem by Janika 

Vandervelde, a composer from Ripon, Wisconsin.  When I ordered the anthem for further review, I 

received instead Janika‘s ―Hilariter‖ for Easter composed for choir, handbells, recorders, and harp.   I 

studied this difficult piece for a couple weeks before deciding that we could learn it.   The handbell parts 

had to be played by singers.   We couldn‘t afford the loss of singers to just play handbells.   The bell 

assignments were made to accommodate voice parts, allowing both singing and ringing.  For the harp 

part we would use a synthesizer which operated on batteries from Dan Bartel, and sounded sufficiently 

like a harp. ―Hilariter‖ was a highlight of the program.   Other anthems from this workshop that were 

used in our concert program were the two anthems by Ned Rorem and Calvin Hampton‘s ―Jacob‘s 

Ladder‖.    Another anthem, not used for the concert tour,  that was an immediate hit at the workshop 

was Lauridson‘s ―O Magnum Mysterium‖.  Trinity Choir enjoyed singing ―O Magnum Mysterium at a 

couple Renaissance Festivals with good resonance from the audience.   

 

Also, Constantina Tsolainou, Director of Choral Activities at Southern Methodist University, was a 

presenter at the Minnesota workshop.  Constantina was a protégé under Frauke Haasemann, who was 

well known for her ―group vocal techniques‖.    All the workshop participants resonated with 

Constantina‘s presentations on choral art.   She stated that if the director will just ask for two things from 

the choir, the choir‘s singing will improve immediately.  1)  Singers should sing with lips in fish mouth 

position which brings about immediate blend, and 2) deal with the American ―r‘ by omitting it before 

consonants and flipping it before vowel.   I had already taken a one week summer course ―Group Vocal 

Techniques‖ with Frauke Haaseman at Westminster College in 1989.   Constantina‘s workshop in 

Minnesota reinforced the value of these techniques.    I had applied the group vocal techniques to the 

Music Academy for children, Youth Choir, and Trinity Choir since 1989.     

 

Good singing techniques are the same for children or adults.  The Music Academy, organized in 1990, 

offered choir rehearsal on Wednesdays, and small group lessons (up to four singers) for eight weeks in 

the fall and eight weeks in the winter/spring.    It was because of the seven years of Music Academy 

experience that  Jessica  Telschow and  Holly  Brown  had that I could invite them,  as eighth graders, to  
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sing on the 1996 concert tour.    They learned the music very fast, and contributed to the slender, 

beautiful, clear singing of the sopranos. 

       

The vocal warm-ups used have their origin from Frauke Hasaemann‘s ―group vocal techniques‖ and 

other expert choral people I encountered over thirty years of experience as a choir director.  It is by the 

warm-ups that blend and tuning is achieved at the same time vocal techniques are learned.   The ―group 

vocal techniques‖ are enabling for average singers and are necessary for more talented, trained singers in 

order to achieve the choral blend and quality desired from the whole choir.     

 

Besides this, much attention is given to tuning.   When pitches are given, first the root of the chord is 

hummed, then the fifth, and then the third.  By so doing, the choir‘s perception of a tuned chord with 

beatless thirds and fifths of chords called ―just tuning‖ is learned.   A piano is usually tuned with a well-

tempered tuning.   When an octave notes are tuned up a fifth to down a fourth until all the notes are 

tuned, if tuned just, then the ending note tuned will be considerably sharp. That difference is split 

between the notes in the scale, so that fifths are tuned flat and fourths are tuned sharp in well-tempered 

tuning.   Recorder players and singers can tune chords ―just‖ more exact than a set temperament on the 

piano.    When rehearsing vocal lines, singing two voice lines at a time will train the singer to tune 

unisons and intervals.    Rehearsing thus needs to be without piano in order for the ear and voice to tune 

the singing.  Starting and final chords are first given attention.    The result is beautiful, and the singing 

has warmth.  When tuning, blend, diction, and vocal technique are right, then inspiration in singing the 

text brings the singing to a completely higher level.   This describes the training of Trinity Choir for its 

1996 concert.   From the feedback to the singing, the effort of the Trinity Choir reached fruition. 

 

The choir was intergenerational, a fact not missed by our audiences.    Also, people commented about 

the ability of many singers to multi-task as handbell ringers and recorder players.    This touring choir 

rose to the occasion!   From April to June there were additional rehearsals, especially sectionals, and 

handbell choir rehearsals.   Some singers made up missed rehearsals.  Some singers had individual help.  

The program was challenging, and would have been for many college choirs.    The CDs and DVDs of 

the concert will attest to the high technical, musical, and inspired level of singing by the Trinity Choir!   

 

The Recorder Consort was minus one player, since Carol Winge was unable to participate.  Recorder 

players Linda Svanoe, Carolyn Fuerst, and Penny Jacobsen, played as a three-part ensemble. They 

played music by Joh. Mattheson of the Baroque era, and 20
th

 century recorder music by Timothy Moore. 

 

There are two CDs of the 1996 concert tour in the Trinity Music Archive.   After our return from the 

tour, we scheduled a recording date a week later when we recorded some selections two times, and  

other selections only once.   A commercial CD was made from our DAT tape.  It is titled ―O Praise the 

Lord of Heaven‖ - 1996 European Tour.     John Fabie faithfully documented the trip with his 

camcorder.    He produced two VHS videos:   ―Highlights of the 1996 Tour of Eastern Europe‖ – 2 hrs., 

and the second VHS with the live concerts at the Loschwitz Kirche (Dresden) and the Marien Kirche 

(Leipzig) – 1 hr. each.   When John was able to use DVD technology, he produced a two-sided DVD 

containing all the material from the VHS videos.  The second CD of the concert program was tranferred 

to CD by John Fabie from his camcorder recorded concert at the Loschwitz Kirche.  The CD of the 

concert at the  Loschwitz  Kirche  captures  the  magic of the acoustic and inspiration of the performance  
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we experienced on Tuesday, June 25, 1996!   The CDs and DVDs are in the Music Archive. 

 

There were 47 participants of whom 36 sang in the choir.  $29,000 + was raised from fund raising over 

five years. Tour agency was Group Travel Directors (Minneapolis) with Janet Shenahan as our agent.   

Cost of the trip was $2,169 for fourteen days.  The bus driver was Elmer Braunreuter and the tour guide 

was Hungarian Anna Maria Walsch.   

      

The Trinity Choir had a surprise opportunity the year after the tour.   The new Monona Terrace, with its 

original design by Frank Lloyd Wright, was opening July 18-20, 1997.   Choirs were invited to sing on 

Sunday.   Trinity Choir was selected with eight other Madison choirs to sing on Sunday morning, July 

20.   We presented two twenty-five minute concerts.       

 

MISSION STATEMENT FOR JUNE 19-JULY 2, 1996 TOUR 

We the musicians of Trinity Lutheran Church, in undertaking this trip to Germany, Austria, and the 

Czech and Slovak Republics, declare as our mission: 

 1.  To share our faith with our hosts and audiences, 

 2.  To share our unique forms of American Sacred music with our audiences, 

 3.  To share our personal views of American culture and history with all whom we meet.  

Furthermore we hope and pray that we may also learn more about the faith, culture and history of our 

European brothers and sisters.   Finally, we hope to develop and nourish stronger relationships with each 

other as a result of this group experience. 

 

 

PARTICIPANTS

Soprano 

Ro Bartel 

Mary Bohne 

Debra Brooks 

Holly Brown* 

Judy Bush 

Jo Erickson 

JoAnn Fabie 

Tonia Lohmiller 

Linda Petersen 

Audrey Randall 

Becky Rogers 

Amy Spilde 

Joyce Stich 

GeriAnn Telschow 

Jessica Telschow* 

 

  

Alto 

Carolyn Fuerst  

Penny Jacobsen 

Mary Johnson 

LynneMartinErickson 

Jean Oldham 

Karen Paulson 

Juli Pohlod 

Linda Svanoe 

Pat Thomas+ 

 

*from youth choir 

+guest singers                        

Tenor 

Ruby Anderson 

Sheldon Ellestad 

Scott Ladd 

Jim Svanoe 

Bass 

Greg Anderson 

Dan Bartel 

George Bush 

Vern Jacobsen 

August Knoll+ 

TomMartinErickson 

Phillip Paulson 

Keith Stich 

Mark Thomas+ 

Brian Winge 

 

 

Director:  

Arlyn Fuerst 

Tour Assistants:  Harold Bohne, Danny Brooks, Lynn Brown, Gordon Erickson, John Fabie, Nolan 

 Johnson, Cindy Ladd, Rev. Ron Mach (Assistant to the Bishop), Carol Mach, and Oliver Oldham      
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PROGRAM 

   ENTRANCE ANTHEM & PSALM SETTINGS 

  1. Behold the Glories of the Lamb   William Billings, 1746-1800 

  2. An Anthem, for Thankgiving, Psalm 148  William Billings 

  3. Thou, O Jehovah, Abideth Forever  Aaron Copland, 1900- 

  4. O Let the Nations be Glad, Psalm 67:4  Randall Thompson, 1899-1984 

  5. Sonata 1 für drei Blockflöten, Op.1, Nr. 8 Johann Mattheson,  1681-1764 

  Lentement-Allegro-Loure Gigue-Gigue Vite 

   Recorder Consort 

    

ADVENT, CHRISTMAS, & EPIPHANY 

  6. E’en So, Lord Jesus, Quickly Come, Rev.  22 Paul Manz, 1919- 

  7. Shout the Glad Tidings    Ned Rorem, 1923 

       Text:  Muhlenberg, 1826 

  8. Arise, Shine, for Thy Light Has Come, Is. 60 Kenneth Jennings 

  9. Song of Simeon, Luke 2:29-32   Jane Marshall 

10. Animato      Cynthia Dobrinski 

 Handbell Choir 

   LENT, GOOD FRIDAY, and EASTER 

11. Sing, My Soul, His Wondrous Love  Ned Rorem 

 No. 1 of Three Hymn Anthems 

12. O Vos Omnes     Pablo Casals, 1876-1973   

(exiled to Puerto Rico) 

13. Hilariter      Janika Vandervelde, 1955 

 For Choir, Handbells, Recorders, and Harp (Synthesizer used) 

14. Suite in G      Timothy Moore 

  Prelude-Courante-Sarabande-Rondino 

 Recorder Consort 

   AMERICAN TRADITIONAL AND SPIRITUALS 

15. Steal Away      arr. Nicholas White 

16. I Will Arise     arr. Alice Parker & Robert Shaw 

17. Jacob’s Ladder     Calvin Hampton, 1938-84 

18. Hark, I Hear the Harps Eternal   arr. Alice Parker 

    OPTIONAL 

19. Ein Blümlein ween’s die Sonne Spüret  Jean Berger 

20. Evening and Morning, Sunset and Dawning Text:  Paul Gerhardt, 1607-1676 

       Setting: Johann Georg Ebeling, 1637—16-76 

21. A Mighty Fortress Is Our God   Johann Walther, 1496-1570 

 

Recorder Consort:   Linda Svanoe, Carolyn Fuerst, and Penny Jacobsen 

Handbell Ringers:   Ro Bartel, Holly Brown, Jo Erickson, JoAnn Fabie, Carolyn Fuerst, Penny 

 Jacobsen, Tonia Lohmiller, Jean Oldham,  Karen Paulson, Juli Pohlod, Audrey Randall, Amy 

 Spilde, Dan Bartel, Jim Svanoe, and Vern Jacobsen 

Synthesizer (harp):  Carolyn Fuerst 
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Some reactions of individuals and newspapers to Trinity Choir’s concerts in 1996: 

 

―Music goes on sounding……The traditional American church music, in the good acoustic of the 

Lübben Church amazed the 150 listeners…The applause of the public seemed to not want to end.   

Everyone took home a piece of the music.‖    Lübben Newspaper 

 

―Thank you for your phone call and letter with the program….It‘s a rich and exciting program, and I 

hope it receives the reception it deserves.   I have been to Bratislava at least six times and have many 

friends and acquaintances in the church and literary community.  Please give them my greetings and 

regards in connection with ―Catch the Vision!  Share the Glory!‖   Jaroslav J. Vajda 

         (note, ―Catch the Vision!‖ is a text by Vajda and sung in the Marien Kirche, Leipzig) 

 

―I want to say how much your singing meant to me.   When you sang you showed faith and emotion 

with the singing.   I haven‘t experienced this before from many groups who have sung both secular and 

sacred.   This congregation wants to start a church choir, and your singing as a church choir encourages 

us.‖   Pastor Hrobon, pastor at Velky Kostel (Big Church) in Bratislava 

 

Anecdotes to be remembered by ’96 tour participants 

 

In Wittenburg, while sitting with Carolyn, sister Pat and Mark, and Augie Knoll in an outdoor  

restaurant near the Rathaus (City Hall) Arlyn was pooped upon, and  purportedly said ―I hate pigeons‖. 

 

After experiencing breakfasts that were German and American at the same time, by the time we enjoyed 

the wonderful food at Frohberg Hotel/Restaurant many were feeling the bulge at the belt. 

 

The concert at the Marien Kirche, Leipzig, was at 7:30 p.m.   After the concert we were taken to a 

nearby pizza restaurant in a old Scheune (barn) which was understaffed.   We sat with our hosts for over 

an hour without being waited upon.   In the end, some of the hosts and their Trinity Choir guests simply 

left.     It was a nice plan that didn‘t work out. 

 

The lodging experience in a communist era hotel built for the proletariat at Bratislava was marginal, but 

Arlyn and Carolyn were given the executive suite.  Oh my, our tour agency goofed on this one.  George 

Bush remarked that it may have cost only $10 a night, but it was worth every penny! 

 

Trinity Choir and tour assistants on photo:  at Schloss Kirche, Doors of 95 Theses, Wittenberg 

Back Row: August Knoll, Pr. Ron Mach, Arlyn Fuerst, Greg Anderson, Brian Winge, Dan Bartel, Jim 

 Svanoe, Mark Thomas, Phil Paulson, George Bush, Danny Brooks, and Hal Bohne 

Third Row: Carol Mach, Keith Stich, John Fabie, Becky Rogers, Scott Ladd, Gordon Erickson, Nolan 

 Johnson, Mary Johnson, Ro Bartel, Tom Martin Erickson, Vern Jacobsen, Oliver Oldham, and 

 Karen Paulson 

Second Row: Ruby Anderson, Shel Ellestad, GeriAnn Telschow, JoAnn Fabie, Cindy Ladd, Amy 

 Spilde, Tonia Lohmiller, Jo Erickson, Juli Pohlod, Lynne Martin Erickson, Penny Jacobsen, 

 Carolyn Fuerst, Debra Brooks, Audrey Randall, Judy Bush, and Mary Bohne 

First Row:  Holly Brown, Joyce Stich, Jessica Telschow, Jean Oldham, and Pat Thomas 
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2002 

 

May 3-12, Tour: Germany, Alsace (France), and  Switzerland, with Italy extension May 3- 16   

 

The 2002 tour was planned and much work had already been accomplished in preparation by November, 

2002, when I was hospitalized for two weeks because of a bad virus that left my right vocal fold 

paralyzed.  In 2000, I was diagnosed with Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia, and this hospitalization was 

because of a dysfunctional immune system, typical of CLL disease.  Before hospitalization, I had 

completed the 25
th

 annual Renaissance Festival for Advent and Christmas print material for the program.    

Linda Petersen rehearsed the choirs for two weeks before the Festival and directed the 25
th

 annual 

Renaissance Festival. This became the final Renaissance Festival offered by Trinity Lutheran Church.  

From this illness I lost my swallowing ability and my voice.     When I returned to the choir in January, I 

needed to use a small voice amplifier box in order to direct rehearsals.  On April 1, a thyroplasty surgery 

enabled me to relearn swallowing and gave me voice improvement, albeit not normal return of voice. 

 

In January, it was, alas, apparent that I was unable to carry out the plans for the 2002 tour.   Linda 

Petersen was also watching a rare cancer and planned to participate in a study therapy in April.  It was 

necessary to cancel the plans for the 2002 tour.   I have always regretted that we were unable to bring 

this tour to fruition.   So much of the hard work had already been done.    In summer, 2001, from June 1 

to July 6, I offered individual and small group rehearsals on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, 

Thursdays, and Saturdays especially for new adult singers and the youth singers.    Many took lessons 

four days a week.   There were also handbell rehearsals for new ringers who would need to sing and ring 

―Hilariter‖.   Tremendous growth was accomplished during the summer. 

 

I was enthusiastic about six young people, from eighth to tenth grades, participating in this concert tour. 

It was possible for these girls to sing the challenging program because of their training in the Music  

Academy.    Their young voices added much to the beautiful soprano quality of the choir.  The tour 

would be during their spring break. 

 

The choir was developing very well by November, and the outlook for a very fine sounding tour choir 

seemed possible.   However, with the loss of December rehearsals that had I planned and an inability to 

rehearse up to speed with a paralyzed vocal fold after Christmas, completing the work to learn all the 

music of the program was overwhelming.   This was so unfortunate for all the participants who had 

shown so much enthusiasm for the concert tour.    

 

The 2002 Concert Tour was planned with Heinrich Walter, German organist, living in Weckolsheim, 

Alsace, France.   Heinrich arranged for all the concert venues, and Heinrich and Katharina planned to 

host the choir at their home for a picnic following the Colmar concert.    May is Spargel (Asparagas) 

time in this region, and the white asparagus is a big event as sweet corn festivals are in Wisconsin.   

After the concert in Opfingen, the choir was to eat supper at a winery in Ihringen where Spargel would 

be available. 

 

The music selected for the concerts was mostly American. "O Magnum Mysterium" by Morten 

Lauridsen  had  become  a  favorite  of  the  choir.     The  difficult  "Praise  to  the  Lord"   by  F. Melius  
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Christiansen would start the program.   ―Hilariter‖ by Janika Vandervelde was performed on the 1996 

tour, but several new singers needed to learn it.    ―I'm Gonna Sing 'til the Spirit Moves in My Heart"    

by Moses Hogan was a new challenging spiritual.   Linda Petersen arranged the spiritual "Ain't Got 

Time to Die" by Hall Johnson for Trinity Choir.    We commissioned Mark Sedio, (composer, Director 

of Music, and Organist at Central Lutheran Church in Minneapolis) to compose "Now Jesus Christ 

Ascends"    for choir and handbells especially since we would be on tour on Ascension Day.   In fact, the 

concert in Ebersmunter was on Ascension Day, and our concert was placed on their concert series.    The 

concert program would also include organ music performed by Heinrich Walter. 

 

Even though the concert tour was cancelled, we continued to work on the music from the program and 

performed this music as planned for worship services.    During this year, Pastor Ron Markwart was 

interim pastor following the departure of Pastor Kurt Billings.    Pastor John Ruppenthal was called to 

become the new pastor at Trinity.   For his installation service, the choir sang F. Melius Christiansen‘s 

―Praise to the Lord‖ and Moses Hogan‘s ―I'm Gonna Sing 'til the Spirit Moves in My Heart‖.  Singing 

these two big choral pieces so well at this time showed that this choir had reached the goal of singing at 

a high level. 

 

Many fund raising activities were necessary for scholarships for the young singers, and assistance as 

requested to choir members.    Several years of presenting the annual Renaissance Festival with 

matching grants from Thrivent provided the best resource in fund raising.    Other fund raising activities 

included two large garage sales on the Trinity Parking lot which attracted a lot of local interest.    

Several members sold the Bucky Badger Book which realized a commission for the fund raising effort. 

 

The tour arrangements were made by friend Charles Thomley with Carlson Wagonlit Travel.   Chuck 

had carried out all the arrangements, and down payments had been paid.   We only had a couple weeks 

in January to withdraw from our contract without penalty.    There were concerns from some about 

terrorist‘s strikes on the New York City Twin Towers and Pentagon on 9.11.01.   One couple had 

already dropped from the tour in December with concern of how Americans would be received in 

Europe. 

 

While the 2002 tour didn‘t occur, the music for the program was learned and there was much growth. 

All was not lost.   The experience revealed the ―right stuff‖ from which the choir is made: commitment 

and dedication to serving as musicians Soli Deo Gloria! Below is a listing of worship services and 

concerts, sightseeing highlights, participants, and program that had been planned for the 2002 tour:   

  

Worship Service and Concerts confirmed 
Freiburg - Hauptgottesdiesnt (worship service) at St. Ludwig‘s Evangelische Kirche (Sunday, May 5). 

Opfingen - 5:00 p.m. concert at Berg Kirche (Sunday, May 5). 

Colmar – 5:00 p.m. concert at St. Matthieu (Wednesday, May 8). 

Ebersmunster – 5:00 p.m. concert at Church Abbatiale (Thursday, May 9).  This church has spectacular  

 acoustics, and is a very beautiful Baroque room with a Silbermann Orgel. 

Zurich -- Vespers Service at church not yet confirmed. 

Florence -- Opportunity to sing for a Tuesday church service not yet confirmed. 
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Sightseeing highlights:  

Freiburg – sister city of Madison  

Black Forest – Village of Staufen, farms, and vineyards 

Colmar – a beautiful old city with fachwerk homes (half-timbered houses).   

Unterlinden Museum –formerly a convent in 14
th

 -15
th

 century; famous Grünewald‘s ―Isenheim Altar‖ 

Eguisheim – picturesque wine-producing village with half-timbered houses 

Ribeauville – another picturesque wine-producing village with half-timbered houses 

Wettolsheim - visit Etienne Stentz winery for wine tasting 

Musseren Castles  - three ruins of 11
th

-14
th

 century castles 

Haut-Königsbourg – medieval castle restored as it appeared in 1479, which belonged to the  

 Hohenstaufens 

Mulhouse – museum possibilities:  Sport Car, Railroad or Wallpaper) 

Zurich  -  (at this point, ten participants would return to USA, while the remainder continue in Italy 

Lugano -  in the shadow of the Alps 

Florence -  Accademia Museum to see Michelangelo‘s ―David‖.   Two days to explore Florence. 

Siena  -  beautiful Domo (cathedral) overlooking the city 

Florence – return to USA 

 

Tour Cost:    10 days, May 3-13…..$1,797    (based on EURO at 1.11 per Dollar) 

  14 days, May 3-16…$2,284 

 

 PARTICIPANTS (had paid down payments toward travel) 

Soprano 

Mary Bohne 

Jessica Bohne* 

Roberta Carrier 

Eleanor Conrad* 

Kia Conrad* 

Danielle DeTennis* 

Lynn Najem 

Joanne Erickson 

JoAnn Fabie 

Justina Olrick* 

Linda Petersen 

Jan Piddington 

Rebecca Rogers 

Kim Starkweather 

GeriAnn Strigel 

Bethany Telschow* 

Angela Traxler 

Alto 

Jean Berg 

Debra Bergman 

Nancy Cohrs+ 

Carolyn Fuerst 

Karen Griffen+ 

Judith Harris 

Betty Kobs 
LynneMartinErickson 
Jean Oldham 

Karen Paulson 

Linda Svanoe 

 

*from Youth Choir 

 

Tenor 

James Griffen+ 

Penny Jacobsen 

James Svanoe 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

+Guest Singers

Bass 

Greg Anderson 

Harold Bohne 

Michael Byrne 

Arthur Cohrs+ 

John Fabie 

Vernon Jacobsen 

Tom MartinErickson 

Phillip Paulson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Director:   Arlyn Fuerst

Tour Assistants:  Oliver Oldham, Pr. Bill Berg, Gordon Erickson, Bill Harris, Bruce Piddington, and 

Thomas Conrad 
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PROGRAM 

Trinity Lutheran Choir, Madison, Wisconsin, USA……,  

Arlyn Fuerst, Director       Heinrich Walther, Organist 

 

A Celebration of American Anthems and Spirituals 

Choir:             

"Praise to the Lord"         F. Melius Christiansen  (1871-1955)  

"Exsultate Deo"           Allesandro Scarlatti (1660-1725)  

'I'm Gonna Sing 'til the Spirit Moves in My Heart"    Moses Hogan (b.1957)   

"O Magnum Mysterium"      Morten Lauridsen  (b. 1943)   

Organ: 

C Minor Prelude and Fugue  (BVW 546)   Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)    

Choir: 

"Alleluia" from Brazilian Psalm       Jean Berger (b.1909)       

"Ubi caritas"      Maurice Durufle        

"Hilariter"      Janika Vandervelde (b. 1955)   

 Choir,  Handbells, Recorders, and Harp 

Organ: 

―Tierce en taille‖      Nicolas DeGrigny (1672-1703)  

―Allein Gott in der Höh sei Ehr‖  Trio (BVW 664)   J. S. Bach          

 

Choir: 

"Jesus Walked This Lonesome Valley"     setting by John Ferguson (1941)   

―Good Tidings to the Meek‖    Randall Thompson (1899-1984) - 

"Now Jesus Christ Ascends"       Mark Sedio (b. 1954)   

 Choir and handbells 

"The Promise"      John Behnke (b. 1953)   

 Handbell Choir 

Organ: 

Fugue in F Major (BVW 540)    Johann Sebastian Bach                             

Choir: 

"Roll, Jordan, Roll"         arr.Robert Fountain (1917-1996)  

"I Will Arise"            Robert Shaw/Alice Parker      

"Ain't Got Time to Die"    Hall Johnson, arr. Linda Petersen   

"Hark, I Hear the Harps Eternal"        arr. Alice Parker    

 

Names of singers on photo: 

Back Row: Harold Bohne, Michael Byrne, Andy Kvalheim, Phil Paulson, Jim Svanoe, Vern Jacobsen, 

 Jim Griffen, John Fabie, and Tom Martin Erickson 

Second Row:  Justina Olrick, Bethany Telschow, Angela Traxler, Jean Berg, Jessica Bohne, Kim 

 Starkweather, Jean Oldham, Danielle DeTennis, Linda Petersen, Mary Bohne, Becky Rogers, 

Judy Harris, Penny Jacobsen, Karen Paulson, Carolyn Fuerst, and Linda Svanoe 

Front Row: Eleanor Conrad, JoAnn Fabie, GeriAnn Strigel, Kia Conrad, Jo Erickson, Arlyn Fuerst, 

 Roberta  Carrier, Jan Piddington,  Debra Bergman, and Karen Griffen 
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Appendix I 

 
Dresden:  A New Baroque City with Church Music Vitality Today   Arlyn Fuerst 

When our son Michael informed us a year ago, that he would be playing continuo on a positiv organ with the 

Hannoversche Hofkapelle and Sächsisches Vocalensemble in a performance of Handel‘s oratorio Judas 

Maccabaeus in the Frauenkirche in Dresden on Sept. 8, 2007, we knew that we wanted to go for the performance.  

So our long time friend August Knoll, Carolyn, and I traveled to Dresden, Germany. 

We have followed the rebuilding of the Frauenkirche with much interest, and this occasion was a perfect time to 

see it.   Trinity Lutheran Choir, under my direction in 1996, traveled to former East Germany and to the Czech 

and Slovak Republics.  Our tour included a concert at the Loschwitz Kirche in a suburb of Dresden.   The 

architect and builder of the Loschwitz Kirche was George Bähr who was also the architect and builder of the 

Frauenkirche in the first half of the 18
th
 century.  Our performance at the Loschwitz Kirche was a most 

memorable concert for the choir and for me. The acoustics are spectacular for music, but more lively than 

normally encountered, so 100 % concentration was required, and this elevated the level of our performance. 

Because of our memorable time at the Loschwitz Kirche, we wanted to return to experience the Frauenkirche. 

The Frauenkirche was built during the era of August the Strong and his son August III in the early 18
th
 century.   

George Bähr was the architect and builder of this church known as the ―Stone Bell‖, and also as the most 

important protestant church in Germany.  The front of the church nave is impressive with three levels of great 

height:  the altar, Jesus in Gethsemane in the middle, and the organ on top.   The organ, built by Gottfried 

Silbermann, was dedicated on November, 1736.  In December, 1736 Johann Sebastian Bach performed on it.  

Dresden was fire bombed by English and USA planes on Feb. 13/14, 1945.   The old city was destroyed, and 

35,000 people were killed.    Since 1945, the Dresden people wished to rebuild the Frauenkirche, but it wasn‘t 

until 1990,  after  the reunification of Germany,  that a group of people  led by the world renowned  trumpeter 

Ludwig Güttler  organized to bring the idea of  rebuilding to reality.  The cost of rebuilding was beyond what the 

church, the city, or the state of Saxony could finance, so a ―Call from Dresden‖ was made to the Queen of 

England and the President of United States to extend to the world a call for financial gifts to be given for the 

rebuilding.    This was very successful.  In 1993, work was started on an archeological removal of the rubble so 

that stones could be reused in the rebuilding.  Original building plans, blueprints made from restoration work in 

the 40‘s, and significant pieces from the rubble were used to inform the 40 architects in making plans.  The 

rebuilding in 10 years time, from 1995 to 2005, is amazing, but one marvels at how it was originally 

accomplished in the 18
th
 century in 17 years!  The cost was 179.9 million euros.   The cost of the organ built by 

the Daniel Kern Firma from Straussburg, France, was 1.5 million euros. 

 

While in Dresden, we stayed at the Apartments an der Frauenkirche, which I found on the internet, and when the 

taxi dropped us off in a courtyard opposite the Frauenkirche, our mouths dropped!   This essentially 18
th
 century 

city offers much in music and the arts, all within easy walking distances.  There is so much music making going 

on all the time.    There is the Frauenkirche (Church of our Lady), the Kreuzkirche (Holy Cross Church), and the 

Hofkirche (Court Church) for splendid organ and choral music.   The Semper Opera House, built in 1878, has a 

rich history with many famous composers. Nine operas of Richard Strauss were performed for the first time there. 

There is also the modern Dresden Philharmonic Orchestra Hall.   There are several excellent church and city 

choirs.   One can visit any week in the year and have numerous worship and concert opportunities.   In the  
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Zwinger and in the Royal Palace there are fantastic collections of Renaissance and Baroque art. 

In the five days we were in Dresden we attended nine worship services and concerts.   There is an Organ 

Meditation at noon and an Evening Service at 6:00 p.m. with organ music daily in the Frauenkirche. On 

Wednesday, Samuel Kummer, Frauenkircheorganist played for the 6:00 p.m. service.  On Wednesday night we 

heard Jon Laukvik from Oslo, but teaching in Stuttgart, perform a fantastic organ concert.   On Saturday night 

was the Judas Maccedaeus  concert in which our son Michael performed.   The service Sunday morning is at 

11:00 a.m.   We stood in line at 10:15 a.m., already a ½ block long and in rain, for the service in a packed church.  

Then on Sunday afternoon was a Lecture Concert with a Bach Cantata directed by Ludwig Göttler performed 

before a full house.    The attendances at the Frauenkirche are phenomenal!   When attending worship, it was 

apparent to us that the people knew the liturgy and could sing the hymns. 

We rendezvoused with Tom and Lynne Martin Erickson, also on holiday in Saxony, for concerts in Dresden and 

in Leipzig.   On Friday afternoon, we traveled by train to Leipzig to hear the Thomanerchor (St. Thomas Choir) 

sing their Motette Vesper at 6:00 p.m.  Again there was a long line of people waiting to enter, and the church was 

full. Ullrich Böhme is the Thomasorganist and Georg Biller the Thomaskantor.  It was wonderful! Then on 

Saturday afternoon, back in Dresden, we skipped a nice meal at a restaurant, and instead ate brats on the street so 

we could attend the Kreuzchorvesper in the Kreuzkirche (Cross Church) at 6:00 p.m..   Kreuzorganist is Holger 

Gehring and the Kreuzkantor is Roderich Kreile.  The Kreuz  Choir of 120 boys impressed us with singing choral 

music as good as we‘ve ever heard it.   The St. Thomas and the Kreuz choirs in this small region of Saxony, each 

with a long historical past, are treasures to the world of church music. 

 

I will close by writing a couple of personal stories.   The Sunday service at the Frauenkirche was so memorable.   

The bells rang 10 minutes before the service.   Then on the hour Matthias Grünert, Frauenkirchekantor, but 

serving also as organist that Sunday, performed Bach‘s C Major Prelude.   Following the opening hymn, Kyrie, 

Gloria, and Collect, the choir performed Bach‘s Cantata ―Lobe den Herren‖ (on the familiar hymn ―Praise to the 

Lord, the Almighty‖).   The congregation remained seated for the postlude which was the Fugue to the C Major 

Prelude.   After the service we saw Matthias Grünert in the street and I introduced myself and my colleague 

August Knoll  to him as  church musicians from the USA.   In our conversation we discovered that Matthias and I  

had studied at the Hochschule für Musik in Lübeck, and that both of us spent a lot of time practicing at the Dom 

(cathedral) in Lübeck.   Matthias‘s professor, Hartmut Rohmeyer, was my Professor Uwe Röhl‘s successor as 

organist and kantor at the Dom.   

On Monday evening we were in Hamburg to visit our son‘s family.  That evening we were guests of the organist 

and kantor at the church where our son attended. This organist, Hans-Werner Grottke,  has roots in 

Neuendettelsau, Bavaria, where the Trinity Choir sang in 1986. The Neuendettelsau organist, Herman Grünert is 

blind.  Carolyn, our two deaf sons, and I were guests at the organist‘s home.  We often talk with our Hamburg 

friends about Herr Grünert, and I asked for an update of news.  We were told that his son is Kantor at the 

Frauenkirche.    Then the light went on for me!   We had just the day before talked with the young Matthias, but at 

that time I made no connection with 1986.   When we returned  home from our trip,  I pulled out our 1986 picture 

book to look at photos from our stay with the Grünert family who hosted us.  Sure enough, Matthias, as an 11 year 

old, is there with his three sisters.    I scanned the photos and sent them via e-mail to Matthias.   He replied the 

next day, and indicated how he enjoyed the story with the remark ―the world is indeed small!‖ 
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I have already written about Trinity Choir singing at the Loschwitz Kirche in Dresden.   Before our trip to 

Germany I sent an e-mail to Pastor Selunka, who was pastor at the church in 1996 and continues there today. He  

invited us to see him on Thursday at 5:00 p.m.  The Loschwitz church was also destroyed in 1945, and the 

rebuilding was completed in 1994.    In 1996, when Trinity Choir sang there, the two levels of side and rear  

balconies  with  the organ on the top balcony were not yet installed.   The balconies and organ came in 1997.   So 

we were looking forward to seeing the church again.    It was a very interesting visit over tea in the parsonage and 

parish house.    Pastor Selunka told of his day-long meetings with 800 Saxon Lutheran pastors meeting at the 

Frauenkirche with Chancelor Angelica Merkel addressing the group on ―The Church and Freedom‖.   Merkel 

grew up in East German as a daughter of a Lutheran pastor.    After the morning meetings and lunch at the Palace, 

the pastors met at the Kreuzkirche for Gottesdienst.    After this long eight hour day, Pastor Selunka still found 

time to meet us.   It was another memorable time together that ended with a ―welcome back for tea the next time 

you come to Dresden.‖ 

 

This trip to Dresden, Leipzig, and Hamburg is one that impressed us deeply.   After chemo treatments from 

February to May, I was  in remission from chronic lymphocytic leukemia.   The trip was a gift!  I recommend, to 

any of you wanting to visit Germany, consideration of Dresden as a destination for several days.   Travel in 

Germany is easy for English only speaking people.  The depots and trains, at least the ICE (inner city express) 

trains, have printed information and spoken announcements in both German and in English.    In Dresden, you can 

easily use English as needed.  Dresden, Leipzig, and the state of Saxony offer a wide variety of old cities, 

churches, castles, museums, fortifications, and landscape to enjoy. 

From attending the numerous concerts and worship services in Dresden and Leipzig, and by experiencing the 

warmth from the people in Dresden, one can‘t help but think that the spirit of ―Soli Deo Gloria‖ in which Heinrich 

Schütz and Johann Sebastian Bach composed and served is engraved in the marrow of the bones of people in 

Saxony.   As on many organs in Germany, the Silbermann/Kern Orgel in the Frauenkirche has in large letters 

S.D.G. (Soli Deo Gloria or  ―Alone to God the Praise‖) at the top of the organ.   Take a look at the top of organ in 

Trinity Lutheran Church and you‘ll know the inspiration for the engraving Soli Deo Gloria! 

   Based on an article written for Madison Association of Church Musicians, 10. 28.07 
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Appendix II 

CDs,DVDs VHSs in Trinity Lutheran Church Music Archive Library.   CDs and DVDs may not be checked out, 

 but requests may be made for copies. 

CD 1956 Trinity Choir, a Carol Service on Christmas Eve, 1956 

CD-1965 Christmas Concert (2 CDs), transferred from LP records 

CD-1966 Festival Concert for 60
th
 Anniversary of Trinity Lutheran Church 

CD-1968  1. Songs of Christmas, recorded at WHA-TV Studios 2. Organ and Choir Concert, 1968 

CD-1972 Arlyn Fuerst, Organist, Dom zu Lübeck, January 15 

CD-1976 Carl Orff ―The Christmas History‖ 

CD-1978 Trinity Lutheran Choir/Christmas 1978, transferred LP record: On This Day Earth Shall Ring 

CD-1979 Trinity Lutheran Choir and Recorder Consort, Norway & Germany Concert Tour 

CD-1980 Organ Concert: Sunday Live,  Arlyn Fuerst;  live on WERN FM, 3.2.1980 

CD-1981 Organ Concert: Sunday Live, Arlyn Fuerst; live on WERN FM, 5.4.1981 

DVD-1982 Jan Bender: Music for Reformation Day 

CD-1984 Trinity Consortium:  Candlelight Concert, April 3 

CD-1984 Trinity Consortium-Sunday Afternoon Live from The Elvehjem; live on WERN FM, December 23 

CD-1985 Trinity Lutheran Church: Festival of Easter Music; recorded live April 28 

CD-1986 Trinity Choir—Germany Tour Concert 

DVD-1986 Trinity Choir 1986 Tour to West & East Germany; 18 minutes; transferred to DVD, 2008 

CD-1988 Organ Concert: for ACM (Association of Church Musicians), February, 1988 

CD-1990 Good Friday–O Sacred Head – Reger, Cantata for choir, organ, violin, & oboe; tenor-Jim Svanoe 

CD-1994 A Kaleidoscope of Music Encompassing Four Centuries, Recorder Consort, Madison/Freiburg  

CD-1995 Trinity Lutheran Church, 19
th
 annual Renaissance Concert for Advent and Christmas 

CD-1996 Trinity Lutheran Choir, 1996 European Concert 

CD-1996 Trinity Choir—Dresden Concert Live (transferred from DVD) with tracks 1-16 

CD-1996 Trinity Choir-Loschwitz Kirche, Dresden (transferred from DVD) without tracks 

VHS-1996 Trinity Choir-1996 Europe Tour; Tour highlights (2 hours)-Concerts at Dresden & Lübben 

CD-1998 22
nd

 Renaissance Festival for Advent & Christmas 

CD-1998 Organ/Sax Improvisations, 2000-02 // Organ Rebuild Dedication, March 29, 1998 

CD-1999 Trinity Lutheran Church / 23rd Annual Renaissance Festival 

CD-2000 The Music of Andrew Charlton – The Trinity Recorder Consort 

CD-2000 Recorder Consort + Guitar - Charlton: Partita Concerto 

CD-2000 24
th
 Renaissance Festival for Advent & Christmas 

DVD-2004 Fuerst Fest, 11.07.2004,   33 min. video by Jim and Linda Svanoe 

CD-2006 Pipe + Reed:  Arlyn Fuerst and Anders Svanoe 

CD-2006 Voices of Trinity 1953-1976, 100 years of Ministry 

CD-2006 Voices of Trinity 1978-2006, 100 years of Ministry (2 discs) 

CD-2006 Trinity 100
th
 Anniversary Festival, June 18 

DVD-2007 Chorales of Paul Gerhardt, spring, 2007 

DVD-2007 Trinity Worship on May 20, 2007, Occasion of last Sunday Arlyn Fuerst serves as Organist at Trinity  

 Lutheran Church (Sept. 1964-May 2007) 

 

VHS tapes: 

VHS 1986  Adam‘s Apple and 1988  The Troubable Zerubable 

VHS 1995  It‘s Cool in the Furnace 

VHS 1996  Moses and the Freedom Fanatics;   

VHS 1997  The Acts...Burull and Burull;  performed by Trinity Drama Group 

VHS 2003  Tale of 3 Trees 

VHS 2004  The Troubable Zerubable 
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      Appendix III 

Music Ministry History Chronology:  1964-2008, Trinity Lutheran Church, Madison, WI 

1964   Arlyn Fuerst called to serve Trinity Lutheran Church as Director of Church Music and Organist. 

1964   Choirs:  Cherub (1
st
 & 2

nd
 grades), Children‘s (3

rd
 & 4

th
), Girl‘s Choir (5

th
-6

th
) Boy‘s Choir (5

th
- 

 6
th

), Confirmand‘s Choir (8
th

 & 9
th

) High School Choir (10
th

-12
th

), and Senior Choir.  

1972   Arlyn Fuerst has leave of absence for study at the Musikhochschule, Lübeck, Germany, with a 

 Scholarship from Lutheran World Federation;   further study at University of Iowa with organ 

 professor Gerhard Krapf, and at Wartburg Theological Seminary.  Dennis Reppen served as 

 Trinity‘s substitute church musician.  

1972   Organized Trinity Recorder Consort, especially to perform Carl Orff‘s ―Christmas History‖. 

1974-1988   Arlyn Fuerst, presenter, UW Music Extension Series: Music in the Small Church. 

1975   Organized Handbell Choirs:  Trinity Handbell Choir for adults and Chapel Ringers for youth. 

1975   Two-manual Harpsichord built from Hubbard kit by church member Jim Svanoe. 

1977-2001     Twenty-Five years of annual Renaissance Festivals for Advent and Christmas on the First 

Sunday of Advent.  Started with one Sunday performance; then two Sunday performances at 

4:00 and 7:00 PM, and then added Saturday performance at 2:00 PM with performances and 

renaissance dessert in Fellowship Hall.  In 1995, moved concerts into the church nave with 

audience moving to Fellowship & Parish Halls for dessert.  Because of larger space for audience, 

two performances offered on Sat. at 2:00 PM and on Sunday at 4:00 PM.   Over 700 people 

attended annually from southern Wisconsin, Iowa, and Illinois.    Festival featured Trinity Choir, 

Chapel Singers, Children‘s Choir, Chapel Ringers, Trinity Recorder Consort, Viol Consort, 

Harpsichord, and Organ.   

1979-1988 Arlyn Fuerst, presenter for UW Series on Church Music in its statewide Communication 

 Network Presentations on handbells and harpsichord; for UW Annual Conference on Church 

 Music on  miscellaneous years; UW Music in Parish Worship in 1980, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1988. 

1979   Trinity Choir and Recorder Consort, concert tour of Norway and Germany.  

1983   Organized Trinity Viol Consort. 

1984   Recorder Consort and Kantorei perform at Sunday Afternoon Live from the Elvehjem Art Center. 

1985   300th Anniversary of Bach Concerts: 1) Concertos for 1, 2, 3, and 4 harpsichords, 2) Organ:  

 Major Organ Works, and 3)  Clavierübung Part III for organ. 

1986   Choir, Recorder Consort, and Handbells on concert tour of West and East Germany as planned by  

personnal contacts.   1,000 people attended concert at the Brandenburg Cathedral when Trinity 

Choir performed the first concert by a choir from the West since WW II. At Ilmanau, sang 

Sunday Service and performed the opening concert for the Thuringian church music conference. 

1986 Trinity Schantz Organ receives alterations by Gayle Monette:  open-toe voicing of entire 

 pipework with air pressure lowered for a warmer, sweeter, and blended sound;  all new reed 

 pipes from Carl Giesecke, Germany; Great new Mixture from Stinkens, England; Choir Zimbel 

 III from Laukhuff, Germany;  Choir Principal 2‘ and Quint 1 1/3‘ from England. The  insulation 

 of Swell and Choir chambers accomplished by Trinity men.   Sold original reeds, and money 

 received covered cost of new reeds because of strong dollar in Europe, and successful sale of 

 original reeds.    See ―History of the Organ at Trinity Lutheran Church‖ in Music Archive. 

1990   Organized children‘s choir into a Music Academy for Children (grades 1-6)   Program comprised  

of a Training Choir and the Alleluia Choir which rehearsed on Wednesdays.   Children received 

30 minute lessons in small groups of 1 to 4 choristers on Mondays or Saturdays.  Several 

choristers are from outside Trinity membership. 
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1991   Organized a Contemporary Music Group.   

1994   Recorder Consort, Kantorei, and Arlyn Fuerst, harpsichordist,   participate in the Madison Fair in   

 Freiburg, July 14. 

1995   CD recording of 18th annual Renaissance Festival commercially made. 

1996   Choir, Recorder Consort, and Handbell Choir go on concert tour to former East Germany, Czech 

 Republic, and Slovak Republic.  CD recording was made of this concert. 

1997   Choir selected for Sunday program for the Grand Opening of Monona Terrace. 

1997-1998        Rebuilding of Schantz Pipe Organ by Monette & Son Organ Company with center Great 

casework, Great Organ elevated and reversed so back becomes front placing small mixture pipes 

in back, insulation of wall behind Great and Pedal organ,  acoustic treatment of using oak wood 

from unused pews on organ facade and side walls accomplished by sixteen Trinity men; semi- 

conductor system for key and stop actions, new Great Principals 8‘ and 4‘, Great Cornet made 

from old mixture pipes, and new Choir Gemshorn 8‘, Gemshorn Celeste 8‘, making it  an 

outstanding musical  instrument  in southern Wisconsin.  See ―History of Organ in Trinity 

Lutheran Church‖ in the Music Archives. 

1998   Sponsored and organized concert tours in mid-west for several German Organists.       Wolfgang  

Dahlmann from Heidelberg in 1986,1993,& 1994; Mathias Passauer from Brandenburg in 1991; 

Heinrich Walther from Freiburg in 1998, 1999, and 2005; and Julian Bewig from Germany,2005. 

1999 Arlyn Fuerst featured as ―Know your Madisonian‖ in State Journal Newspaper: November 28. 

2000    Arlyn Fuerst on one month sabbatical during May for organ coaching from Heinrich Walther in 

Neuf Brisach, Alsace, and learning Alexander Technique with Otto Heizmann in Freiburg.  

2002   Trinity Choir planned concert tour to Freiburg, Germany; Alsace, France, Switzerland, and Italy.  

 Tour cancelled in January due to Arlyn Fuerst‘s illness in November, 2001 from Chronic 

 Lymphocytic Leukemia 

2004 Kelly Monette of Monette Organ Company re-does Great Cornet with new pipes, and as a 

mounted Cornet (elevated above organ chest) very successfully.   See ―History of Organ in 

Trinity Lutheran Church‖ in Music Archive. 

2005   Arlyn Fuerst goes on ELCA disability in July.   Continues to work 1/3 time as Director of Trinity 

 Choir, Chapel Ringers, and Harmony Bells for Seniors; and as Organist. 

2006  Trinity Lutheran Church celebrates 100
th

 Anniversary. 

2006   Arlyn Fuerst retires on January 8
th

 after 41 ½ years as Director of Music and Organist.   Rod 

 Witte served as interim choir director January 2006 thru summer 2007.   Arlyn Fuerst, Penny 

 Jacobsen, and Wendy Ward served as organists thru summer 2007.  Carolyn Fuerst served as 

 director of Chapel Ringers and Harmony Bells thru spring 2007.  Linda Svanoe directs Recorder 

 Consort.  Music Academy is closed.   Sunday School Music done by Lynn Najem for two years.  

2007    Arlyn Fuerst plays last Sunday as organist at Trinity on May 20. 

2007   Ann Edahl is called as Trinity Choir and Chapel Ringers Director;   Wendy Ward is called as  

 Trinity Organist and Director of Harmony Bells for Seniors in summer. 

2008  Ann Edahl resigns in April to move to state of Oregon. Search for Trinity Choir and Chapel 

 Ringers Directors.   Jim Svanoe is interim choir director for spring and summer 2008. 

Senior Pastors: 

1964-1969   Dr. Ernest B. Steen (called 1953)  1994-2000   Rev. Kurt Billings 

1970-1980   Rev. Carroll Anderson (retired in Madison) 2001-2002   Rev. Ron Markwart (interim) 

1981-1994   Rev. Gary Kobs (retired in Madison)  2002-         Rev. John Ruppenthal 
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